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Abstract
1. Introduction
The different global systems have been designed to be
compatible. According to the definition of the US spacebased position, navigation, and time policy, compatibility
refers to the ability of two services to be used separately or
together without interfering with each individual service or
signal[1]. With advent of new global systems in full
operational capability (Glonass, Galileo, BeiDou) offers the
ability to improve positioning accuracy by using a combined
positioning method. The aim of the paper is to present the
manner in which data from several satellite systems can be
used concurrently and to emphasize the necessity of
adopting a combined GNSS-based solution in difficult
environments where the multipath phenomenon is present.
The precision obtained using Static Precise Point
Positioning (static - PPP) was analyzed. With an increasing
number of satellites the DOP (Dilution of Precision) values
decrease, and, consequently, the position accuracy increases.
It is analysed SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio) in order to
quantify the signal power of the received signal. Carrier-tonoise ratio below 34 dbHz characterize weak signal.
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The coexistence of the four GNSS (GPS, Glonass, Galileo,
BeiDou) will either result in an alternative use or in a
combination of the services and signals to gain a combined
solution. An increasing number of systems and signals will
provide an increasing number of observations. Using two
systems for position determination will almost double the
number of navigation satellites and, thus, double the number
of observations for position computation. Although common
reference
systems
would
have
facilitated
the
interoperability, the systems have been intentionally
designed to use different reference frames, in order to avoid
common mode failures and, thus, to increase the integrity of
combined solutions [1]. The upcoming European Navigation
Satellite System Galileo and the enhanced GPS with new
frequencies and observation types, especially the possibility
to track frequencies on different channels, requires a more
flexible and more detailed definition of the observation
codes [2]. In the release version of RINEX 3.03 it is
emphasized how to deal with different satellite systems. The
Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) has been set-up by the
IGS to track, collate and analyze all available GNSS signals.
This includes signals from the BeiDou, Galileo, QZSS, and
NAVIC systems, as well as from modernized GPS and
Glonass satellites and any space-based augmentation system
(SBAS) of interest. Analysis centers characterize new
satellites and signals, compare equipment performance and
further develop processing software capable of handling
multiple GNSS observation data. The IGS product portfolio
will continuously be extended to cover precise ephemeris
data and bias information for all constellations. Over a
period of four years, a global network of multi-GNSS
stations has been established and integrated with the existing
network of GPS/GLONASS reference stations. In parallel,
orbit and clock products for most new constelaltions are
generated on a routine basis. It has therefore been decided in
early 2016 to terminate the experimental phase of MGEX
and to pursue the IGS multi-GNSS activities as a pilot
project. New contributions may cover data, products and
analyses of all global and regional navigation satellite
systems, but should complement existing MGEX
capabilities and avoid redundancy. Specific areas of interest
include support of NAVIC, 3rd generation BeiDou satellite
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signals, the combination and validation of multi-GNSS orbit
and clock
products, the characterization of the GNSS space segment
(radiation pressure modeling, antenna calibrations, etc.), and
the generation of real-time multi-GNSS products. [3]
At international level, it is therefore necessary to adopt a
multi-GNSS positioning solution in urban areas or in
obstructed sites. The precision obtained using Static multiGNSS Precise Point Positioning was analyzed. An important
objective of the paper is to analyze how multi-GNSS
technology contributes in improving Dilution of Precision
(DOP). In the study, a signal analysis is performed on the
main frequencies, available satellite systems in order to
analyze the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the multipath
phenomenon. So the satellites that do not give good results
can be eliminated.

2. Precise Modelling Terms for multi-GNSS
PPP
The PPP technique (Precise Point Positioning) allows
centimetre-level (or even milimetre-level) accuracy to be
achieved for static positioning. This high accuracy requires
accurate measurement modelling, where all model terms
such as: precise satellite orbits and clocks, atmospheric
effects – ionospheric refraction and the tropospheric
refraction – antenna biases and orientation, earth
deformation effects must be taken into account. For highaccuracy positioning, the carrier phase must be used because
they are very precise but contain unknown ambiguities
which change every time the receiver locks te signal after a
cycle slip. Ambiguities can be estimated in the navigation
solution together with the coordinates and other terms. [4]
The Precise Point Positioning uses code and carrier phase
measurements in the ionosphere-free combination in order
to remove the ionospheric refraction and the DCBs
(Differential Code Biases). Therefore the dual-frequency
receivers can eliminate this effect through a linear
combination of code or carrier measurements:
Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 =
R 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 =

𝑓𝑖2 Φ𝑖 −𝑓𝑗2 Φ𝑗
𝑓𝑖2 −𝑓𝑗2
2
𝑓𝑖 R𝑖 −𝑓𝑗2 R𝑗
𝑓𝑖2 −𝑓𝑗2

,

(1)
(2)

Where:
fi , fj − Li , Lj frequencies (Hz); i, j = 1,2,3.
Code and carrier measurements in the ionosphere-free
combination are modelled as follows:
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑅𝐶 = 𝜌 𝑗 + 𝑐(𝛿𝑡 − 𝛿𝑡 𝑗 ) + 𝑇𝑟 𝑗 + ℳ𝐶 + 𝜀𝐶
(3)
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗)
𝑗
𝑗
Φ𝐶 = 𝜌 + 𝑐(𝛿𝑡 − 𝛿𝑡 + 𝑇𝑟 + 𝜆𝑁 ω + 𝐵𝐶 + 𝑚𝐶 + 𝜖𝐶 (4)
𝑗
Where: 𝑅𝐶 denotes the unsmoothed code pseudorange
𝑗
measurement for the j th satellite in view and Φ𝐶 is the
corresponding carrier measurement.
Remark: 𝜌 𝑗 – is the geometric range between the satellite
and receiver antenna phase centres (APCs) in the
ionosphere-free combination; 𝑐 – is the speed of light;
𝛿𝑡, 𝛿𝑡 𝑗 – are the receiver and satellite clock offsets from the
GNSS time scale, including the relativistic satellite clock
correction; 𝑇𝑟 – is the tropospheric delay; 𝜆𝑁 ω𝑗 – wind-up
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effect due to the circular polarization of the electromagnetic
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
signal; 𝐵𝐶 – the carrier phase ambiguity term; ℳ𝐶 , 𝑚𝐶 –
represents the effect of multipath depending on the code
𝑗 𝑗
type and frequency; 𝜀𝐶 , 𝜖𝐶 – denotes the receiver noise.
If the processing option ʺTroposphere Correctionʺ is set to
ʺEstimate ZTD+Gradʺ, a more precise troposphere model is
applied with strict mapping functions as:
𝑚(𝐸𝑙𝑟𝑠 ) = 𝑚𝑊 (𝐸𝑙𝑟𝑠 )[1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑡𝐸𝑙𝑟𝑠 (𝐺𝑁,𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐴𝑧𝑟𝑠 +
𝐺𝐸,𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐴𝑧𝑟𝑠 )]
(5)
Trs = mH (Elsr )ZH,r + m(Elsr )(ZT,r − ZH,r
(6)
Where:
ZT,r − tropospheric zenith total delay (m)
ZH,r − tropospheric zenith hydro‐static delay (m)
mH (El) − hydro‐static mapping function
- mW (El) −wet mapping function
Phase wind-up effect affects only the carrier phase
measurements, it is due to the electromagnetic nature of
circularly polarized waves. This correction is required for
high accuracy positioning such as PPP and is modelled as
follows:
𝑇
𝑇
𝑇
𝐸𝑟 = (𝑒𝑟,𝑥
, 𝑒𝑟,𝑦
, 𝑒𝑟,𝑧
)
𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝐸 𝑠 = (𝑒𝑥𝑠 , 𝑒𝑦𝑠 , 𝑒𝑧𝑠 )𝑇
𝐷 𝑠 = 𝑒𝑥𝑠 − 𝑒𝑢𝑠 (𝑒𝑢𝑠 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑠 ) − 𝑒𝑢𝑠 × 𝑒𝑦𝑠
(7)
𝑠
𝐷𝑟 = 𝑒𝑟,𝑥 − 𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∙ 𝑒𝑟,𝑥
) − 𝑒𝑟𝑠 × 𝑒𝑟,𝑦

(𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∙ (𝐷 𝑠 × 𝐷𝑟 )) arccos
ϕ𝑝𝑤 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

𝐷 𝑠 ∙ 𝐷𝑟
‖𝐷 𝑠 ‖‖𝐷𝑟 ‖

2𝜋

+𝑁

Where: N – integer phase ambiguity

3. Analysing multi-GNSS technology
performance in urban areas
The study analyzes at first how a multi-GNSS system
contributes in the improvement of positioning accuracy.
Using the RTKLIB software - RTKPOST module, data from
the POTSDAM (POTS00DEU) - Germany station were
processed. Within the input observation file section, we can
preview the mixed RINEX 3.03. observation file with a 30second data take-off interval, the types of observations used,
the satellites used, the time of the first observable, the time
of the last observation and the satellites received at each
observation session. At an IGS station (POTS00DEU) when
processing observations from three satellite systems (GPS,
Glonass and Galileo) in static multi-GNSS PPP combined
mode using an elevation mask of 10°, precise ephemeris,
ionosphere-free L-C, and the “Estimate ZTD + GRAD”
model we can see millimetre order standard deviations
standard corresponding to the the three coordinate axes (XECEF, Y-ECEF, Z-ECEF).
Precise CODE orbits have been used in the processing
model that include combined orbit-specific information for
global positioning systems.
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In figure 3 it is shown that by using a single-GNSS the DOP
values increase when the total number of visible satellites
decrease, so using a multi-GNSS system it is therefore
necessary in obstructed areas.
An analysis of the positioning accuracy obtained in the use
of Multi-GNSS technology in the roumanian urban
environment, as well as a signal analysis of the GNSS
systems (GPS, Glonass, Galileo and BeiDou) were made.
The observations were conducted at the Topgeocart
permanent GNSS station in Bucharest during DOW 1, GPS
week: 1994. A LEICA GS18 receiver using precise inertial
measurement units (IMU) was used.
In RTKPOST RTKLIB module were used: static twofrequency multi-GNSS PPP positioning, four satellite
systems (GPS, Glonass, Galileo and BeiDou), elevation cutoff angles of 10°, the Ionosphere Free LC model, the
“Estimate ZTD + Model” of the troposphere effects
modeling, as well as the precise orbits. At the same time, it
has been chosen to solve the ambiguities continuous.
The figure below emphasize the model characteristics:

Fig. 1 Results obtained from static multi-GNSS PPP processing and
the corresponding standard deviations using precise ephemeris at the
IGS station (POTS00DEU)

In RTKPLOT, we can analyze the Dilution of Precision
(DOP) factor at the Potsdam station and the total number of
visible satellites at hourly intervals. Figure 2 shows the
number of visible satellites (a maximum of 27 visible
satellites and a minimum number of 16), and at the bottom
of the figure are shown the DOP components: PDOP,
HDOP, VDOP.

Fig. 4 Processing model characteristics

By using multi-GNSS PPP positioning model with the
specifications shown in figure 4, we can see millimetre
order standard deviations corresponding to the three
coordinate axes (X-ECEF, Y-ECEF, Z-ECEF) in figure 5.
Precise CODE orbits have been used in the processing
model that include combined orbit-specific information for
global positioning systems: GPS, Glonass, Galileo, BeiDou.

Fig. 2 Analysing DOP factor by using multi-GNSS technology at the
IGS station (POTS00DEU)

As a result of the X-ECEF coordinate variation analysis, it is
noted that in the use of a Multi-GNSS system with four
satellite systems (GPS, Glonass, Galileo, BeiDou), the
coordinate X varies between [4094917.848, 4094917.864]
and when considering a single-GPS system, the X
coordinate varies within [4094917.743, 4094917.779].
On the Y-ECEF axis, we can see the following: when using
a Multi-GNSS system in which four satellite systems (GPS,
Glonass, Galileo, BeiDou) are considered, the Y coordinate
varies between [2008286.376, 2008286.419], and when
using a single-GPS system, the Y coordinate varies within
[2008286.273, 2008286.348]

Fig. 3 Analysing DOP factor by using GPS system
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On all ECEF axes, it is noticed that the GPS system offers
the highest standard deviations values, reaching the
centimetre order.
In RTKPLOT, we can analyze the DOP factor and the total
number of visible satellites by hourly intervals. The figure
below shows the number of visible satellites (a total number
of visible satellites of 23 and a minimum number of 14 can
be seen), and the bottom of the figure is represented by the
DOP components (PDOP, HDOP , VDOP).

Fig. 5 Results obtained from static multi-GNSS PPP processing and
the corresponding standard deviations using precise ephemeris at the
Topgeocart GNSS station
Fig.7 Y-ECEF variations by using different GNSS systems at the
Topgeocart GNSS station

Fig.6 X-ECEF variations by using different GNSS systems at the
Topgeocart GNSS station

On the Z-ECEF axis, we note the following: When using a
Multi-GNSS system in which the four satellite systems are
considered, the Z coordinate varies in the range
[4443833.621, 4443833.640], and in the case of GPS, the Z
coordinate varies in the range [4443833.549, 4443833.580].
In figures: 6, 7, 8 it is shown an offset between calculations
that include/exclude the Glonass system. This difference is
caused by the Glonass inter-frequency bias (IFB) code
measurements. At international level, studies are conducted
to determine the inter-frequency bias specific to the Glonass
system because it is not fully modeled. After analysing the
standard deviations values corresponding X, Y and Z axes, it
is observed that those corresponding to Multi-Gnss
technology with four satellite systems have the lowest
values, followed by the GPS + Glonass + Galileo system.
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Fig.8 Z-ECEF variations by using different GNSS systems at the
Topgeocart GNSS station

Fig. 9 Analysing DOP factors by using multi-GNSS technology at the
Topgeocart GNSS station
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Fig. 10 Analysing DOP factor by using GPS system at the Topgeocart
GNSS station

In figure 9 shows that the PDOP factor reaches a value
approximately equal to 2 at a minimum number of 14
observed satellites, unlike if 23 satellites are observed, and
PDOP is less than 2. When using a single GNSS system
(GPS) in the analysis, DOP components are much lower
than the previous case where a multi-GNSS system is used,
PDOP reaching a value of 5 when 5 GPS satellites are
observed. Since the Galileo system has not reached its Full
operational capability (FOC), the DOP has some major
gaps, it is expected that by 2020 the FOC will be reached
and the DOP will be improved.
Signal / noise ratio analysis (SNR) on the main frequencies
analyzed in this study is reported by the GNSS system,
while consider the multipath effect. Queries can be made
and remove satellites with the weakest signal in order to
eliminate cycle slips.
In the following, a signal/noise ratio analysis (SNR) is
performed on the main frequencies analyzed and it is
reported according to the GNSS system. The signal strenght
is described by the carrier-to-noise power density ratio and
the SNR. Figure 11 shows the signal/noise ratio on a L1
band considering three satellite systems: GPS, Glonass,
Galileo; SNR values are in the range (30 dbHz, 50 dbHz).
On the L2 band, SNR indicator values are in the range (20
dbHz, 50 dbHz), and on the L5 band, SNR has values
between (30 dbHz, 50 dbHz), similar to the use of a single
GNSS system (GPS or Galileo). In the following, a
signal/noise ratio anaysis is performed considering the
multipath effect according to the cut-off elevation angle:

Fig. 12 SNR on the L2 band at the Topgeocart GNSS station

Fig. 13 SNR on the L5 band at the Topgeocart GNSS station

Fig. 14 SNR/multipath on the L1 band at the Topgeocart GNSS station

On the L1 and L5 bands, the SNR has values in the range
(25 dBHz, 45 dBHz) at elevation cut-off angles of (10°,
30°). SNR indicator reaches values up to 50 dBHz
corresponding to a maximum signal power at elevation cutoff angles greater than 30°.
On the L2 carrier, at elevation cut-off angles of (10°, 30°),
the SNR has values in the range (10 dBHz, 40 dBHz), and at
elevation cut-off angles greater than 30°, the SNR indicator
reaches values up to 50 dBHz corresponding to a maximum
signal power.
In Figure 18, it is shown that the G06 GPS satellite
generates the largest multipath error so it can be removed
from the analysis.
Fig. 11 SNR on the L1 band at the Topgeocart GNSS station
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system, while the signals interoperability provides a viable
signal quality.
A signal analysis was performed based on the GNSS
systems and their frequencies, observing that the SNR
indicator reaches values up to 50dbHz when using a multiGNSS system.
The availability of three-frequency decoded signals makes it
possible to take a new approach in determining ambiguities
within the relative GNSS differential positioning with
observations on the carrier phase and at the same time
provides considerable accuracy in determining the delay
caused by the ionosphere. The PDOP factor reaches a value
approximately equal to 2 at a minimum number of 14
observed satellites, unlike if 23 satellites are observed, and
PDOP is less than 2. When using a single GNSS system
(GPS) in the analysis, DOP components are much lower
than the previous case where a multi-GNSS system is used,
PDOP reaching a value of 5 when 5 GPS satellites are
observed. With an increasing number of satellites the DOP
(Dilution of Precision) values decrease, and, consequently,
the position accuracy increases.
Increasing the number of satellites not only improves
accuracy in satellite positioning applications, but also
provides an increased number of satellite signals for spatial
meteorological applications, which implies recording the
signal in the neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere.
The multi-GNSS technology offers high precision in solving
carrier-phase ambiguities by improving the DOP factor,
increasing the number of additional observations from
GNSS systems by offering the choice of the right method to
solve ambiguities in an optimal time.
Multi-GNSS is also applicable in the process of detection
and prevention of cycle slips. With multiple signals, the
receiver's ability to receive satellite signals is high even in
difficult, obstructed environments, so the cycle slips will be
greatly reduced. The signal-to-noise ratio is greatly
improved when using a Multi-GNSS system, so the cycle
slips are reduced.
Multi-GNSS Precise Point Positioning is a viable method on
the Romanian territory in the context of positioning in
difficult environments obstructed by vegetation or buildings
and in mountain areas. In this context, using multiple data
from multiple satellite systems, multi-GNSS technology is
applicable to road navigation in areas where single-GNSS
technology does not provide a positioning solution.

Fig. 15 Galileo +Beidou SNR/multipath on the L8 band at the
Topgeocart GNSS station

Fig. 16 SNR/ multipath on the L2 band at the Topgeocart GNSS
station

Fig. 17 SNR/ multipath on the L5 band at the Topgeocart GNSS
station

Fig. 18 SNR/ multipath on the L1 band – G06 GPS satellite with LOW
SNR – at the Topgeocart GNSS station

4. Conclusions
The performance of the Multi-GNSS method was analyzed
using informations from different stations located at
different latitudes. In the first phase, observations from three
GNSS systems - GPS, GLONASS and Galileo - at the IGS
station located in Potsdam, as well as a mixed navigation
file including information on the orbits of the three systems
satellite were used. Analyzing the precise point positioning
results at the POTS00DEU station, we can see an
improvement at a millimetre level by using a Multi-GNSS
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Abstract

1.

The project of modeling a gravimetric quasigeoid for
Romania is carried out in stages, based on the gravimetric
measurements in the area of each county, in the gravimetric
points of the 0, 1st and 2nd order gravimetric network, in the
checkpoints points (with GNSS/levelling data) and also in
the new designed points.
The remove-compute-restore technique was used to
remove the long-wavelength component from Global
Geopotential Model (GGM) and effect of the shortwavelength signal by applying terrain corrections, to
compute residual geoid heights, and to restore the effect of
the GGM and topography.
As a preliminary analysis for the development and
evaluation of a precise quasigeoid for Romania, different
gravimetric geoid solutions were computed using two
gravity
reduction
techniques
(Helmert’s
second
condensation method and the Residual Terrain Model
method), and two methodologies to compute residual geoid
heights and residual height anomalies (Stokes' integral and
Least Squares Collocation).
In this article are presented the main activities that took
place in the period 2016-2018 for creating the projects in the
counties of Romania and the results obtained till now as
well as the perspective for the next years.

Keywords
gravimetric measurements, gravimetric network, modeling,
quasigeoid
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Introduction

For accomplishing the HB.13 measure about the
rehabilitation and modernization of the National Geodetic
Network (RNG) of the precision leveling by determining a
quasi-geoid for Romania’s area, part of the Institutional
Strategic Plan approved by Order no. 763/ 05.16.2014 of the
Minister of Regional
Development and Public
Administration according the strategy of the National
Agency for Cadaster and Land Registration (NACLR),
regarding the recommendations of the EUREF subcommittee
of the International Association of Geodesy on improving
European
quasigeoid
EGG2008
by
gravimetric
determination, geometric leveling and GNSS, the National
Center of Cartography (NCC) will achieve in the next years
the execution of the project "The determination of a
quasigeoid for Romania’s area".
The project will be gradually developed, on the territory
of each county, generally, aiming to provide the necessary
elements for generating the quasigeoid determined on the
territory of the whole country, by implementing and using
the geo-gravimetric new technologies which will stand as the
basis of it. In the project, the NCC will take relative
gravimetric measurements on the gravimetric points of 0, 1st
and 2nd order for the transmission of gravity to the new
determined points, on the checkpoints and control points in
which geometric leveling determinations have been done and
GNSS determinations within the project “Rehabilitation of
the leveling precision network Ist and IInd order through
recognition and GPS determinations in specific points”,
consistent with class D national geodetic network (NGN)” or
the NGN class B and C, also on new designed points
developed to provide a uniform density and distribution of
these points in order to generate the model of a gravimetric
quasi-geoid.
The project aims to improve the transformation grid on
altitudes and to improve the digital elevation model and
orthophotomap through which the Romania’s topographical
reference plan (TOPRO 5) is updated – support for the
implementation of the National Programme for Cadaster
and Land Book and for carrying the acceptance of works for
registration of real estates in the land book. An accurate 3D
geospatial network will provide support and control for the
implementation of advanced technologies in order to get the
cadastral plans in cities / municipalities prescribed within
the project LAKI II, by LIDAR flying and digital
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photogrammetric restitution.
For modeling cvasigeoid on Romanian territory NCC has
studied several methodologies for choosing an appropriate
method according to the gravimetric, GNSS/leveling data
set obtained during the measurements carried out over time
and complying with the conditions of relief in our country.
The purpose of this article is to present a comparative
modeling study of quasigeoid on the territory of the Alba
and Cluj counties from two methodologies (Stokes' integral
and Least Squares Collocation - LSC) using two gravity
reduction techniques (Helmert’s second condensation
method and the Residual Terrain Model method).

In order to get the measurement’s accuracy and the
control of the measurements at least two links of the current
loop with neighboring loops have been provided. For
performing measurements during the projects were used
Scintrex relative gravimeters - Autograv CG5 with 1
microGal reading resolution and Scintrex - Autograv CG6
with 0.1 microGal reading resolution.
The image below presents a sequence of gravimetric
measurements in a new point of a loop from the pilot- project
in Bihor County.

2. The design of gravimetric works
During 2016-2018 there were developed gravimetric
works in the form of projects which are carried out on the
counties of Bihor, Arad, Hunedoara, Alba, Cluj, Sibiu,
Mureș, Harghita and Covasna, each project having some
features based on the location of gravimetric points and their
inclusion in the measurement loops, considering the relief of
area of interest, the road network to reach gravimetric points
etc.
The method of measuring is that of the loops closed on
starting point with control checks in specific points. In the
image below, an excerpt from the gravimetric points’ layout
map from the pilot-project in Cluj county is shown.

Fig. 2. Performing gravimetric measurements in a new point
of a loop

GNSS measurements were carried out for the new
designed points and precision leveling measurements for the
checkpoints were also done.

4. Adjustment of relative gravity measurements
In order to achieve the adjustment of the gravimetric
measurements, the corrections necessary to reduce
gravimeter readings were first applied.
Reduced gravimetric data were placed in a functional
model comprising independent readings given by the
following equation

l (t )  v  g  N 0  F ( z )  D(t )

Fig. 1. The layout of the gravimetric points in the project from Cluj
County

3. Performing measurements
For making the gravimetric measurements, the following
conditions have been taken into consideration:
 a work session (called loop) closes the point of
departure over at about 3 hours;
 compulsory checking of the drift every three hours
(simple loops);
 for each point 7 series of successive determinations
(cycles) will be done, each of the lasting 60 seconds.

(1)

in which:
- t - time measurement;
- l: reading low value of the instrument;
- v: correction;
- g: gravity value of the station;
- N0: a constant bias;
- ΔF(z): calibration function;
- z: reading gravimeter;
- D(t): gravimeter drift function
Gravimeter drift function was modeled with a polynomial
form
a

D(t )   d p (t  t 0 ) p (2)
p 1

where:
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- t0 is the initial epoch;
- a is the degree of the polynomial.
The advantage of using reduced gravity readings from a
functional model (1) up against the model with gravity
differences in successive readings of the first model consists
in the fact that the observations are uncorrelated.
Assuming that there are n number of measurements,
observation equations of the form (1) are written in the form
of a matrix

Lb  V  AX , with the weighting matrix P

(3)

where:
- Lb: a vector containing the relative gravity measurements;
- V: a vector containing corrections;
- A: matrix coefficients;
- X: a vector containing the unknowns.
Using least-squares adjustment, the estimates of
unknowns are obtained

magnitude of the indirect effects, smoothness and smallness
of reduced gravity anomalies, and the geophysical meaning
of its reduction method (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967). In this
study we used two of the most common gravity reduction
techniques (Helmert’s second condensation method and the
Residual Terrain Model method).

i.

Hemert’s second method of
condensation

Hemert’s second method of condensation is mostly used
in practice and consists in condensing all matter external to
the geoid into a surface lying in the actual geoid itself
(Lambert 1930, p. 115). The condensed surface layer has a
planar density 𝜅 = 𝜌𝐻, where 𝜌 is the density of the
topography, commonly assumed 2.67 g cm-3 (see Figure 3).

ˆ  ( A T PA) 1 A T PLb (4)
X
and the a posteriori covariance matrix of X̂

ˆ ˆ  ˆ 02 ( A T PA) 1 (5)
Σ
X
In order to statistically test the relevance of the adopted
parameters, Student test has been used, and in order to
calculate a posteriori variant test



2

has been used. To test

the existence of gross errors, test τ (Alan J. Pope, 1976) and
the matrix of the cofactors corrections Qvv have been used.

5.

The indirect topographical effect is caused by the
condensation of the topographic masses onto the geoid. The
indirect effect of Helmert’s reduction on the geoid,
considering the first two terms is given, in planar
approximation, following (Wichiencharoen, 1982) as:

Geoid Determination

The new gravimetric quasi-geoid model for Romania will
be done using the Remove - Compute – Restore (RCR)
algorithm. In the RCR technique, the anomalous potential T
is split into three parts:

T = TEGM + TRES + TIND/RTM

(7)
where γ is the normal gravity and s is the planar distance
between computation and running point.

ii. Residual Terrain Model

(6)

where TEGM is the contribution of an Earth Geopotential
Model (EGM2008 to degree 2190), TRES is the residual
gravity field and TIND/RTM.is is the indirect effect or terrain
effects from Residual Terrain Modelling.
In the next period, the CNC also intends to use the
GOCE-based on global geopotential models (GGMs) after
accuracy assessment of its height anomalies by comparing
them with the corresponding ones determined from
GNSS/levelling data.

a.

Fig. 3. Helmert’s second method of condensation
(Hofmann-Wellenhof & Moritz 2006)

Using gravity reduction techniques

The gravity measurements should be referred to the
geoid, which requires that the topographical masses outside
the geoid have to be removed for its determination using
Stokes’s boundary value problem approach. There are
several reduction techniques, which differ depending on how
these topographical masses outside the geoid are dealt with.
In practice, the choice of reduction method depends on the

Gravity anomalies reduced with the Residual Terrain
Model (RTM) are generally smoother than those resulting
from other terrain reduction methods (Sansò & Sideris 2013).
The smooth surface can be constructed by low-pass
filtering of the detailed DTM to transform it into a coarse and
smooth topography grid. The RTM is given by (Forsberg
1984)
(8)
where 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝐻 are the heights of the reference grid and
the detailed grid respectively, and 𝐶𝑇 is the classical terrain
correction.
The principle of RTM reduction is illustrated in the
following figure.
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e) Determination of long wavelength components in
grid points using global geopotential coefficients
model
f) The calculation of residual gravity anomalies in the
grid nodes
GGM gravity anomalies were subtracted from Faye
anomalies resulting residual Faye anomalies in the grid
nodes (fig. 6)
ΔgFAYE = ΔgFA - ΔgGM . (10)

Fig. 4. The principle of the RTM reduction (Sansò & Sideris 2013)

b.

Geoid Model Computed by Stokes’s
method

The schedule to determine the quasigeoid model in the
testing area of the Alba and Cluj counties using StokesHelmert technique can be described in the following main
steps:
a) Preparation of digital terrain models for the
calculation of the relief corrections and indirect
effect
In the process of calculating the corrections were used
two digital models:
- A more national detailed model with a higher
resolution, which is used for the nearest area of the
calculated point;
- A less detailed model with lower resolution, which
is used for the farthest area of the calculated point
(SRTM3 DEM) (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6. Residual Faye anomalies in the grid nodes

g) Determining the medium-wavelength part of the
geoid height (NΔg) by using Stokes’s integral:

(11)
h) The calculation of the indirect effect (NIND) in grid
nodes using planar approximation formula (7)
i) Calculation of the final values of the geoid
undulations in grid nodes
The final values of the geoid undulations are obtained by
adding the medium-wavelength component (NΔg), the longwavelength component (NGM) and indirect effect (NIND):

Fig. 5. Less detailed digital terrain model

N = NΔg + NGM + NIND

b) Calculation of free-air anomalies, terrain corrections
and Bouguer anomalies in gravimetric points
To calculate the terrain effects on gravity anomalies,
NCC used homogeneous rectangular prisms method
(Forsberg, R. 1985):

(9)
c) Generating refined Bouguer anomalies grid using
the collocation method
d) Reconstitution of topographic effects at the grid
points to get a grid of Faye gravity anomalies

j)

(12)

Determining and applying a corrective surface to
the gravimetric quasi-geoid using the expresion
(Sjöberg, 1995):

(13)
For fitting the gravimetric quasigeoid model to the
Romanian vertical datum, additional GNSS observations on
levelling benchmarks were performed. Moreover, these
measurements also contribute to improving the estimation of
the accuracy and precision of the gravimetric quasi-geoid.
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The quasigeoid performed on the territory of the Alba
and Cluj counties is represented by the isolines below.

Fig. 8. The residual gravity anomalies

Fig. 7. The quasigeoid on the territory of the Alba and Cluj counties

After fitting the surface of the quasigeoid gravimetric to
GNSS/levelling data, the following statistical situation
resulted:

d) Estimate empirical covariance function for the
residual data
In a local area we estimate the gravity anomaly
covariance function by taking a sum of products of the data
in the area grouped according to an interval  of spherical
distance (the sampling interval size),

Table 1. The results after fitting the surface of the quasigeoid
gravimetric to GNSS/levelling data

Statistics:

Mean
[m]

Original Data
Grid Interpolation
Results
Predicted Values
Output

c.

(15)

Min.
[m]

Max.
[m]

40.989
40.989

Std.
dev.
[m]
1.338
1.337

39.066
39.079

43.859
43.857

-0.001

0.021

-0.074

0.085

Geoid Model Computed by 3D LSC

The general methodology for gravity field modelling by
LSC is as follows:
a) Calculation of point free air gravity anomalies
through terrestrial gravimetric data
These anomalies were calculated as follows:

The estimated covariance is

(16)
where M is the number of products from the ith samplinginterval and rm is the mean altitude. In the calculations the
covariance will be regarded as referring to the mean height,
which for the Alba and Cluj counties is 486 m.
e) Determine an analytic representation of the
empirical covariance function
Modelling the covariance function means the fitting of
the empirical covariance function to an analytical model of
the covariance function for the anomalous potential which is
presented as follows (Tscherning, 2013)

(14)
where
is atmospheric correction and
corresponds
to the free-air correction.
b) Remove the effect of a global Earth gravity field
model from the free-air anomalies and the height
anomalies
c) Remove the RTM contribution from the data
This will produce what we will call residual data. The
residual gravity anomalies are shown in Fig. 8.

(17)
where RE is the mean Earth’s radius, RB is the radius of the
Bjerhammar sphere, Pn(t) = Pn(cosΨP.Q) is the Legendre
polynomial of the degree n with the spherical distance Ψ P.Q
between the points P(rP, ϕP,λP) and Q(rQ, ϕQ,λQ), rP and rQ are
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the radial distances of the points P and Q from Earth’s centre,
σn is the error degree variance for the anomalous potential, A
is a constant in units of (m/s)4 and α is the scale factor of the
error degree variance. The estimated and the fitted
covariance values are shown in Fig. 9.

gravimetric to GNSS/levelling data

6.

Fig. 9 Empirical and analytical fitted covariance functions

f)

Determine a residual gravity field approximation
using LSC, compute estimates of the residual height
anomalies
g) Restore the long-wavelength component and the
residual terrain correction to obtain the geoid height

 = Δg + GM + RTM
h) Fitting the gravimetric
GNSS/levelling data

(18)

quasigeoid

model

to

Statistics:

Mean
[m]

Original Data
Grid Interpolation
Results
Predicted Values
Output

43.859
43.851

0.000

0.024

-0.073

0.091

Two different gravity reduction techniques (Helmert’s
second method of condensation and the RTM) have been
presented in this study. They treat the topography in a very
different way but these methods of condensation are the most
used reduction techniques for the determination of a
gravimetric geoid/quasigeoid.
In the studied area (Alba and Cluj counties), the
maximum indirect effect of Helmert’s second condensation
method is small (25 cm) compared to the maximum restored
terrain effect on the quasigeoid for the RTM reduction that is
nearly a meter. The maximum correction to transform from
geoid undulation to height anomaly is 18 cm.
The statistical situation of the differences between the
height anomalies obtained by the two methods (LSC and
Stokes) before the fitting to the geometric quasigeoid
resulting from GNSS/leveling data is presented in the
following table.

(19)

LSC - Stokes

is gridded using collocation, and then the final geoid is
obtained by
(20)

If the geoid differences show a strong trend, a
combination of both trend estimation and collocation signal
is used

(21)
where the parameters a1 to a4 corresponds to the geoid effects
of a Helmert transformation.
The entire LSC 3D process was accomplished by using
programs from the GRAVSOFT software package in
combination with other NCC programs.
After fitting the surface of the quasigeoid gravimetric to
GNSS/levelling data, the following statistical situation
resulted:
Table 2. The results after fitting the surface of the quasigeoid

39.066
39.081

Conclusions

Statistics:

fitted = gravimetric + grid

Max.
[m]

Table 3. The statistical situation of the differences between the height
anomalies obtained by LSC method and Stokes’s method before the
fitting

The difference between GNSS/levelling and gravimetric
quasigeoid

 = GNSS/levelling - gravimetric

Min.
[m]

40.989
40.989

Std.
dev.
[m]
1.338
1.337

Min.
[m]
-0.09

Max.
[m]
0.53

Mean
[m]
0.32

RMS
[m]
0.34

The difference in terms of root mean square (RMS) between
the height anomalies obtained by LSC method and Stokes’s
method is 34 cm which is mainly a systematic bias between
leveling network referred to the mean tide and the
geopotential model EGM2008 referred to tide free.
In the second comparison, the quasigeoid models were
verified by comparing height anomalies resulting from the
two methods after the fitting to the geometric quasigeoid.
According to the data in Tables 1 and 2 height anomalies
have very small differences, and the standard deviation
between gravimetric anomalies and geometric anomalies is
approximately ±2 cm.
In the absolute comparison using 91 points with
GNSS/leveling data, Stokes’s method is more consistent than
LSC method in the mountain area. The reason why LSC
method is less consistent than Stokes’s method can be
explained by the lack of data and the topography that
affected the LSC computation, since the gravity anomalies
are highly correlated with the topography and can influence
the modeling of covariance functions. The geoid model
computation in an area with poor gravity data distribution
could be an opportunity to verify the LSC methodology and
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also the covariance functions. On the other hand, the use of
GNSS/leveling and gravity data in the LSC determination
could be undertaken to verify how GNSS/leveling data can
contribute in the quasigeoid model computation. However,
the GNSS/levelling data points and the gravity data need to
be intensified to improve the quality of the computed
quasigeoid model.
To summarize, both methods used in this study are
suitable for the upward continuation since the Stokes's
approach can be used for larger datasets that are not
homogeneously distributed in the quasigeoid modeling area,
while the LSC technique can be used as a tool to check
quasigeoid quality because it provides localization-dependent
prediction errors. A more accurate coordinate transformation
on altitudes will be provided, based on ellipsoidal altitudes
gotten with GNSS technology and height anomalies to be
interpolated from the new gravimetric quasigeoid, making
important steps forwards, as well, to get a more accurate
digital elevation model for the achievement of the
orthophotomap and for carrying out the systematic cadastral
activities included in the National Programme for Cadastre
and Land Registration 2015-2023.
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Abstract

1 Introduction

Using the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) to
georeference building models (BIM) we propose a
“pessimistic assumption”, because Building Models in IFC
are often not perfectly or sometimes not at all georeferenced,
in practice. For this reason, our approach defines a “metric”
using standard conform IFC Entities (buildingSmart, ISO
16739:2013) only. The higher the proposed Level of
Georeferencing (LoGeoRef) is, the more quality of
georeferencing is specified. Each level comprises their own
IFC-schema attributes and is standing on its own. The metric
is implemented in a free software tool for checking and
editing geo-transformation in IFC files.

Georeferencing is a major base-task for many use-cases that
acquire, manage, analyse or visualise the geometric
information of buildings (BIM) and topography (GIS) as
combined or linked information. Georeferencing is
performed through a coordinate transformation (ISO19111
[6]) from one coordinate system to another where at least
one of the coordinate systems is related to a geodetic datum.
A building model is geo-referenced if enough metainformation (IS019115-1 [7]) is given to apply a coordinate
transformation from the coordinate system of the building or
construction site to a geodetic coordinate system like a
national grid. The method and needed quality of the
transformation depends on the use-case and the desired
accuracy.
Our investigations aim to establish mutual understanding of
georeferencing of both BIM and geospatial domain experts.
The BIM and geospatial domain have different concepts,
standards, algorithms and technologies for georeferencing.
Of course, the geospatial domain has a deeper understanding
on and better methods for georeferencing. However,
geospatial experts need to understand which requirements
are crucial for BIM, promote their knowledge as partners in
a BIM project and understand the concepts and technologies
to make georeferencing of BIM possible. On the other hand,
BIM managers need to understand, that georeferencing is
crucial for BIM projects through all phases of designing,
building and operating and maintaining a building.
This article does not cover any development of new IFC
(buildingSmart, ISO16739 [4]) entities nor mathematical
algorithms for coordinate transformation.
Instead, this article focuses on best practice advices for
georeferencing building models (BIM) with the open
standard industry foundation classes (IFC). For most
practical applications, it will be enough to simply promote
and apply existing standards for georeferencing with the
IFC. Above that, a need for further activities on
standardisation will be identified, if needed.
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BIM, GIS, IFC, CRS

1.1 Use Cases
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Georeferencing is a major base-task for BIM/geospatial
interoperability during all phases of a buildings life cycle. In
the design and planning phase, the common visualisation
of federated BIM and geospatial data is crucial. In a “BIM to
Geospatial” mapping, building models may be used for
geospatial analysis, such as property and governmental
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approval, traffic simulation or environmental impact. In a
“Geospatial to BIM” mapping scenario, the nearby
geographic context for building design (alignment to parcel
lines, terrain and soil or placement of building connection
lines) may be used in a BIM authoring tool.

depending on geodetic projection and height above
reference plane must be agreed to.
When transforming geospatial feature (objects) to be used in
BIM authoring tools, algorithms and data structures need to
considert:
 Maybe BIM-software has computational problems with
large geo-coordinates or the max. numerical deviations
between geospatial coordinates (scale) and nature/BIM
(no scale) due to height above geodetic reference
surface and cartographic projection must be checked and
agreed to. Geodetic algorithms (height reduction, scale
due to map projection) are not implemented in BIM
software.

Fig. 1 Information flow for the model based exchange of
surveying, geo and building models (BIM).
Georeferencing as basic task for BIM/geospatial
interoperability for construction work. E.g. georeferencing
is needed for setting out and machine guidance with high
demands on precision, monitoring of work progress (e.g.
with geo-referenced point clouds) and area management of
construction site (storage space).
Georeferencing is also a basic task for BIM/geospatial
interoperability for the operation and maintenance phase of
buildings. E.g. for seamless Indoor-Outdoor Navigation
(same coordinate system for positioning devices), Integrated
Indoor and Outdoor Facility Management (same coordinate
system for all objects in asset information model (AIM)
according to ISO19650-2 [9]) or using detailed BIM models
in long-term with (public) geo data infrastructure (GDI).
Besides having well defined metadata and transformation
parameters in the data set, algorithms and data structures
need to consider:
 “Proper” point coordinates have to be created from
parametric BIM-objects, which may not be represented
as B-Rep (ISO 10303-42 [3], ISO 19107 [5]) model.
 A preceding sequence of several relative transformations
(ISO10303-42[3], ISO16739 [4]) from e.g. Object,
Storey, Building, Site has to be applied internally in the
building model before the parameters of the geotransformation are applied.
 The position of the project basepoint must be uniquely
defined for all discipline submodels in a federated BIM
and for the BIM coordination model.
 Transforming from building/project CRS (3D-Cartesian,
no scale) to geospatial coordinate system may include a
(small) scale parameter. The Employer’s Information
Requirements (EIR) and BIM Execution Plan (BEP)
according to ISO 19650 [8] must clearly state, if this is
wanted or not. If wanted, a common scale factor

 Every BIM party should know that geospatial
information, used in BIM is reliable only to a certain
precision and accuracy, because geodata are a result of
diverse measurements. Therefore metadata (ISO 191151) shall be applied.

1.2 Related Work
A good overview on “Geo-referencing BIM” is given by
buildingSmart [1] with some basic geodetic concepts,
practical problems and numerical examples. Kaden and
Clemen [12] investigate the general differences of coordinate
systems in the geospatial and construction domain. They also
show ways how to make BIM models georeferenced in BIM
authoring tools, such as Autodesk Revit. Steve Kardinal et.
al [10] show how to geo-process BIM models, using a
“hardcoded” setting of the Coordinate Reference System
(CRS) in the Feature Manipulation Engine (FME). They
state that while transforming “the 3D Cartesian model into a
3D GCS based model in CityGML, it is of importance to
select carefully the required coordinate systems, as well as
the translation process of the coordinates into GCS
coordinates” [10] . This shows that it is very important to
have a unified and well-agreed approach to store the
parameters for geo-referencing in an IFC Model, which
might automatically parsed and interpreted by geoprocessing software. Markič, Donaubauer and Borrmann
[11] focus on large-scale infrastructure BIM models, which
also need to take into account the inhomogeneity of geodetic
networks. They propose to include grid-based datum
conversions, datum conversions (e.g. NTv2) into the IFC
standard in form of a new Entity

2 Resolving the Problem
With the ISO 16739 (IFC, [4]) the alphanumerical and
numerical values that describe the position and orientation of
the building related to a geodetic CRS are not uniquely
solved: The information is distributed over several entities
and can also be stored redundantly. Therefore, this report
gives a detailed overview on how georeferencing might be
stored in IFC. Fig. 2 gives an overview on the coordinate
systems used in IFC.
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Fig. 2 Cascading relative CRS for a BIM Project

Fig.
3 IFC Entities to specify a Postal Address
(LoGeoRef10)

Practical experiences show that BIM authoring tools export
the georeferencing very differently to IFC files. While the
result is syntactically correct the full spectrum of IFC
possibilities is used, which may lead to a misunderstanding
in another software importing the files. To have a common
language, that can be used in BIM processes for describing
exchange Employer’s Information Requirements (EIR), BIM
Execution Plan (BEP) or technical Exchange Requirement
(ERs), this article proposes a LoGeoRef concept under the
following “metric”: The higher the LoGeoRef is the more
quality of georeferencing. Higher levels do not automatically
include information out of lower levels. Each level
comprises its own IFC-schema attributes and is standing on
its own. The metric is designed with decimal steps to allow
intermediate steps e.g. for elevation, quality of attribute
values or project-specific extensions.
LoGeoRef 10 (Postal Address, project management)
The simplest way to describe a site or a building location is
to add a postal address to the BIM project. Postal addresses
are easily human readable and semi-structured for machines.
For georeferencing purposes, it is only a rough
approximation for setting the location of the site or the
building. Nevertheless, it can be helpful for integrating GIS
data like adding data of surrounding city models.
The IFC schema provides an entity for storing address data
in an IFC-file. The entity IfcPostalAddress contains
multiple attributes including address lines, postal code, town,
region and country. For a correct assignment to a spatial
structure element, the IfcPostalAddress object has to
be referenced by either IfcSite or IfcBuilding. Both
entities include a certain attribute for address referencing.
(Fig. 3)

The IFC-Listing in Fig. 4 contains an instance of
IfcPostalAddress
with
information
for
georeferencing highlighted in the green frame. In this case,
the address is referenced by an instance of IfcSite and an
instance of IfcBuilding (red frames). Please note that
for fulfilling LoGeoRef 10 the IfcPostalAdress does
not has to be referenced in both entities.

Fig. 4 IFC - Simple georeferencing with geographic
coordinates and postal address (level 10)
LoGeoRef 20 (Geographic Coordinate, point on map)
Geographic coordinates are another simple way for
georeferencing IFC-files. For compliance with LoGeoRef
20, instances of IfcSite must contain values for their
attributes RefLatitude and RefLongitude. As their
names suggest an IFC model is able to store one single point
coordinate with longitude and latitude directly in IfcSite
(Fig. 5). According to the IFC schema definition its values
are geographic coordinates with respect to the World
Geodetic System, e.g. WGS84 with EPSG:4326. Besides of
that, it is also possible to store a value for the elevation in the
corresponding attribute RefElevation. By definition,
RefElevation should have a metric value related to a
locally used datum relative to the sea level. However, there
is no possibility to specify the datum´s name explicit in the
file.
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Fig. 5 IFC Entities to specify geographic coordinates of the
Site (LoGeoRef 20)

Fig. 6 Numerical and syntactical example for geographic
coordinates related to IFC Site (LoGeoRef 20)
Latitude and longitude are stored as comma-separated
integers fulfilling the conditions of the IFC-type
IfcCompoundPlaneAngleMeasure. There can be
three or four integers describing the required angle. The first
value stands for the degree, the second for the minutes, the
third for the seconds and the optional fourth for the
millionth-seconds part of the angle. This shows that it is
possible to set a point coordinate for IfcSite in a very
accurate way. LoGeoRef 20 does not include possibilities to
store any rotation parameters, though.

Fig.
7
IFC Entities to specify translation (offset,
Easting/Northing) and rotation of a building or a site
(LoGeoRef 30)
A corresponding IFC-file contains the following instances
for satisfying LoGeoRef 30 is shown in Fig. 8:

Fig. 8 Numerical and syntactical example for a simple 3Parameter-Tarnsformation as Placement of IFC Site
(LoGeoRef 30)

LoGeoRef 30 (3+1-Parameter for IfcSite Placement)
LoGeoRef 30 describes the possibility to store the location
of any IfcSpatialStructureElement directly in its
LocalPlacement object (Fig. 7). Subclasses that can be
instantiated in an IFC-file are IfcSite, IfcBuilding,
IfcBuildingStorey or IfcSpace. As an important
constraint, LoGeoRef 30 applies only to those spatial
structure elements that do not have a relative placement to
another spatial structure element. Therefore, the attribute
PlacmentRelTo of the IfcLocalPlacement-object
belonging to the IfcSpatialStructureElement
should be empty (“$”). Usually this is the same spatial
element, which is also the uppermost element in the spatial
hierarchy. According to the IFC schema definition, this
should always be an IfcSite-object.
The
attribute
RelativePlacement
is
of
type
IfcAxis2Placement3D, so X-, Y- and Z coordinates for
the location might be stored together with vector components
for an angle specification for a rotation of the X-axis and the
Z-axis.
This makes it possible to store the placement for the
translation to an arbitrary coordinate reference system (CRS)
in the Location attribute and the rotation (true north) as
vector of the specific axis respectively RefDirection
attribute.

LoGeoRef 40 (3+1-Parameter using GeometricRepresentationContext of IfcProject)
LoGeoRef 40 provides two main attributes to store
georeferencing
attributes
in
an
IFC-file.
Both
WorldCoordinateSystem and TrueNorth (see Fig. 2) are part
of the IfcGeometricRepresentationContext of
an instantiated IfcProject. According to the IFC schema
definition, every IFC-file contains an IfcProject and a
referenced IfcGeometricRepresentationContext
with the attribute ContextType given as “Model”. It is also
possible to set up a coordinate system for the 3D-model
context
of
the
project
via
the
attribute
WorldCoordinateSystem.
The other attributes follow the same rule as mentioned in
previous LoGeoRef 30. A location stored in an instance of
IfcCartesianPoint and optional directions for X- and
Z-axis are stored in instances of IfcDirection.
As a second main attribute, there is the TrueNorth attribute.
This attribute is used in case the Y-axis of the given
WorldCoordinateSystem does not point to the global
northing. That means that this is another way to set a rotation
for the XY-plane. In consequence, the corresponding
IfcDirection can only store two vector components.
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The connection to the project is made by the attribute
SourceCRS
that
is
inherited
from
IfcCoordinateOperation. As a constraint of
LoGeoRef 50 the SourceCRS must be of type
IfcGeometricRepresentationContext.
TargetCRS is consequently the Coordinate Reference
System that should apply to the project. For describing these
systems, IFC4 is able to store data regarding the CRS via an
instance of IfcProjectedCRS. By schema definition, it
is recommended to specify the CRS with an EPSG-code.
However, it can also be specified via the other attributes of
this entity.
Fig. 9 IFC Entities to specify the geometric representation
context of a project (LoGeoRef 40)

Fig. 10
Numerical and syntactical example for georeferencing the geometric representation context of a project
(LoGeoRef 40)
In the example (Fig.
10) the IfcGeometric
RepresentationContext contains a geo-referenced
location in IfcCartesianPoint. Its directions are
optional and not explicitly given. That means they use their
default directions for X-axis (1/0/0) and Z-axis (0/0/1). The
rotation (true north angle) is given in IfcDirection
(#91)

Fig. 11 IFC Entities to specify georeferencing with Meta
data in IFC4 (LoGeoRef 50)

The example (Fig. 10) shows also the possibility to store
geo-referenced coordinates and rotations for the whole
project context and not only for a certain (spatial) element.
Furthermore the TrueNorth attribute provides the option to
set a distortion directly relative to the north direction.
However, those options could be confusing and redundant
when direction attributes are set at WorldCoordinateSystem
and TrueNorth as it may happen when LoGeoRef 50 is
fulfilled.

Fig. 12 Numerical and syntactical example for georefencing and meta data using IfcMapConversion
(LoGeoRef 50)

LoGeoRef 50 (3+1 Parameter and CRS Metadata)

LoGeoRef60 (Set of common points in BIM and Geospatial)

This level provides the highest quality regarding the
georeferencing of an IFC-file. It is only available in IFC-files
that comply to IFC schema version 4. So it is important to
note that no IFC-file using another schema version can fulfil
this level.

At present, there is no possibility to store any three-step
transformation between the building project CRS (BIM),
engineering CRS to a geodetic CRS in IFC.

With IFC schema version 4 buildingSMART introduced
some entities especially for georeferencing purposes. In
particular, the entity IfcMapConversion stores the offset
between project coordinate system and the global origin of a
coordinate reference system with the attributes Eastings,
Northings and OrthogonalHeight for global elevation. The
rotation for the XY-plane will be stored using the attributes
XAxisAbscissa and XAxisOrdinate. Each attribute stores
one vector component of the resulting angle (unlike the
TrueNorth attribute with both vector components, see
LoGeoRef 40). With the attribute scale a distortion of
distances can be introduced.

Fig. 13 Concept of using control points for georeferencing
(not implemented in IFC)
The presumptive most reliable option to apply a
transformation is the use of control points. Control points
should
have
coordinate
values
in
the
local
project/site/building system (BIM), the construction site
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system (engineering CRS) and in the geodetic CRS and -in
the global CRS system (Fig. 13 Concept of using control
points for georeferencing (not implemented in IFC)). It is up
to the software manufacturers to provide functionality for
transforming of BIM models into global geodetic systems.
Possible data e.g. calculated transformation parameters could
may be stored -without extending IFC schema- through
generic property sets.

sufficient for most construction projects. To communicate
the "depth" of georeferencing between project partners, a
level of georeferencing concept (LoGeoRef) was developed
using the existing IFC entities. Only for the georeferencing
of Engineering CRS is a further development of the IFC
recommended by suitable IFC Property-set for control
points.
The developed simple IFC checking tool might be used to
check the compatible quality of georeferencing as it might be
described in BIM contracts or Public approval procedures.

Checking Tool
During our investigations we recognized, that a fast check
whether a certain IFC-file fulfills one or more LoGeoRefs
can be very beneficial. To make this possible, we developed
a software that is able to extract information on
georeferencing from IFC2x3, IFC4 and IFC4.1 files. This
information is then presented in a detailed protocol where
the user may also change the values of the georeferencing
parameters (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 IfcGeoRefChecker and IfcGeoRefUpdater offers a
simple way for checking, comparing and editing the
placement of BIM Models serialised in the open standard
IFC.
The Software is available under the licence CC BY4.0 [2]
3

Conclusions

In order to increase the interoperability of BIM and GIS
models, the uniform application of georeferencing plays a
crucial role. The Standard IFC offers many options that are
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Abstract

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional data acquisition technologies are
successfully used in the three-dimensional representation of
historical buildings of immeasurable value for a nation. In
recent years, there is a tendency to extract as much
information as possible on these heritage buildings. This
article presents the virtual reconstruction of some geometric
elements of historical buildings with the aim to use a
semantic construction of the digital model. The virtual model
will contain both the digital model of the historical building
and its cognitive system. The digital model allows to
represent building’s architectural elements. It is important
that semantic information be included in the 3D digital
model, as conceptual and relational data are not highlighted,
only pure geometric data playing an essential role in
representations.
Thus, after the geometric modeling of the buildings, their
semantic modeling will be achieved by semantic enrichment
of geometric elements using ontologies.
In order to integrate information from a domain, it is
necessary to have a unique representation of ontologies,
since ontologies in the same domain can differ as syntax,
structure, semantics. As is well known, web applications are
receiving information and not raw data. The information will
be stored as structured data, so each information has to be
modeled at the semantic level, depending on what we want to
express.
In conclusion, by using the semantic modeling of historical
buildings we can add much more information about these
buildings. Many of this information are lost in time. When
several important buildings have been modeled using the
same unitary structure, they can be represented in a semantic
Web.

Semantics is a "branch of linguistics that deals with the study
of the meanings of words and the evolution of these
meanings." [7] More specifically, semantics is the theory of
significance (meaning behind words).
“Semantics (from Ancient Greek: semantikos, “significant”
is the linguistic and philosophical study of meaning, in
language, programming languages, formal logics, and
semiotics. It is concerned with the relationship between
signifiers – like words, phrases, signs, and symbols – and
what they stand for, their denotation. “[17]
Also, “the Semantic Web refers to the extension of the World
Wide Web via embedding added semantic metadata, using
semantic data modeling techniques such as Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language
(OWL). On the Semantic Web, terms such as semantic
network and semantic data model are used to describe
particular types of data model characterized by the use of
directed graphs in which the vertices denote concepts or
entities in the world and their properties, and the arcs denote
relationships between them. These can formally be described
as description logic concepts and roles, which correspond to
OWL classes and properties.” [17]
In this article we will only deal with the semantic modeling
of knowledge and not the cloud of points.
For a clear understanding of the notion we will begin with a
classification of the features of annotation systems. The
success of these systems consists in the simplicity of the
underlying model as can be seen in Figure 1.

Keywords
Digital Model, Ontology, Modeling, Cultural Heritage,
Semantic Web

Figure 1: A generic Annotation Model [Andrews P. et al, 2012]

An example of this model is shown in Figure 2, where you
can see the type of resource selected and the proposed
annotation.
1
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Figure 2: An example of a generic annotation model
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A semantic modeling makes it possible to add, in addition to
geometric data, as much information about architectural
elements, their structure, historical, legality, and any other
relevant information related to these constructions.

Figure 5: Resource annotation using the Tag Annotation Model

The word “fountain” describes a property of the resource on
the picture: “A fountain (from the Latin "fons" (genitive
"fontis"), a source or spring) is a piece of architecture which
pours water into a basin or jets it into the air to supply
drinking water and/or for a decorative or dramatic effect.”
[19], but it also has another meaning, that of “a building
made up of a cylindrical or prismatic pit with cobbled walls,
with surrounding edges dug up to a layer of water that serves
to water supply”[8]. Examples of such ambiguities can
continue for the word fountain.
b. Attributes
An attribute is a pair of elements: the name of the attribute
which defines the property of the annotated resource and the
attribute value specifies the corresponding value[1].

Figure 3: A lot of information about a historic building

2. Semantic annotation models
As it has been showed in [1], there are several types of
annotations, such as tags, attributes, relations and
ontologies. Tags are at the beginning of the spectrum and is
the easiest form of annotation, while ontologies are at the
end of the spectrum and represent the hardest form of
annotation. [1]
a. Tags
A tag is a keyword assigned to a resource that describes a
specific property of that resource (Figure 4).
As tags represent a minimal annotation, normally, a single
word which describe resource properties, these tags may
create ambiguities about the interpretation of these
properties, as it can be seen on Figure 5.

Figure 6: The Attribute Annotation Model [Andrews P. et al, 2012]

Unlike the tag annotation model, the attribute annotation
model adds more properties to the resource, as can be seen
in the example below.

Figure 7: Resource annotation using the Attribute Annotation Model

Figure 4: The Tag Annotation Model [Andrews P. et al, 2012]

Although the attribute-based annotation model allows to add
more characteristics to the resource, it is still a limited
annotation model because it refers to unique resources
without creating interdependencies between resources.
c. Relations
A relation is made up of a pair of components: the name of
the relation and the associated resource. “For instance, in a
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scientific paper a citation referencing another paper is an
example of a relation annotation which defines a relation
between these documents.”[1]

part of it with a description of some of its properties and
characteristics with respect to a formal conceptual model or
ontology.” [1]

Figure 8: The Relation Annotation Model [Andrews P. et al, 2012]

Figure 11: The Ontology Annotation Model [Andrews P. et al, 2012]

The model is more complex than the previous one based on
attributes because the user has to choose two resources and
the relationship that links them.

But what is an ontology? “In computer science and
information science, an ontology encompasses a
representation, formal naming, and definition of the
categories, properties, and relations between the concepts,
data, and entities that substantiate one, many, or all domains.
Every field creates ontologies to limit complexity and
organize information into data and knowledge.”[20]
Semantic annotations are the most complicated. An example
of such a model can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 9: Resource annotation using the Relation Annotation Model

“The relation annotation model can also be used to define
relations within a resource” [1].
If we consider the George Cantacuzino monument the
resource, then we can distinguish several types of
relationships within the resource as shown in figure 10.

Figure 12: Resource annotation using the Ontology Annotation Model

Another example is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 10: An example of Relation Annotation Model

Figure 13: An example of Ontology Annotation Model

In the example above we can easily see the created
relationships: the resource consists of a central arcade,
entablature, columns, etc. The entablature consists of
cornice, frieze and architrave. The column consists of
capital, shaft, base, which in turn are made up of other
elements and so on, thus creating a complex structure.
d. Ontologies
“This model is based on the notion of semantic annotation”
[1] and “it describes both the process and the resulting
annotation or metadata consisting of aligning a resource or a

3. Architecture of ontology
Ontology organizes knowledge in a particular field for later
access to this knowledge by end users through the semantic
web.
We assume an ontological model, let's say O, which
contains several sub-ontologies of the same resource, but
from different domains, as shown in the relationship below:
O = A, H, S, L, R, L (1)
where:
O - is the resource ontology, an ontology hierarchical type
organized as a multi-branch tree;
A - an ontology of the resource but in the architectural field;
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H - an ontology of the historical field;
S - an ontology of the resource related to the structure of the
building;
L - an ontology of the legal resource;
R - an ontology of the resource that relates to restoration;
L - an ontology of the resource that refers to the location.
Let's start with architectural ontology.
An ontology is the representation of common concepts in a
particular field.

Each class is organized as a structure with one or more subclasses, which in turn are organized from other sub-classes
and so on, forming a complex arborescent structure.
Each class in a field can be described (for example: Arch describes a curved path between two support points,
supports a wall above an opening, links two walls, two
columns, or strengthens a vault).
There may be more structures for the same model and more
ways of describing the same resource.
If we take one of these classes as an example, we can break
it into more sub-classes. In the figure below are some
examples.
In the figure below a wireframe modeling was created for a
particular area of the historical monument that was used as a
model and a semantic representation was made.

Figure 14: The basis of Architectural Ontology

As can be seen in the figure above, the domain description
consists of classes that are concepts found in that area.

Figure 17: An example of semantic representation

Figure 15: Examples of sub-classes

Figure 18: More details

Figure 16: Examples of processing

But the information about a building is only related to the
architectural part? No way. When we talk about a historical
monument, we bring more information about that building,
such as information on the history of the place and the
building, information about its structure, legal status, and so
on.
It follows that for a building, several ontologies can be
created for each area that describes the building, containing
information about that building.
The built heritage has an exceptional value for a nation and
should therefore be seen in its whole, with all the elements
that define it. If the ontology of the building for architectural
elements has so far been presented, it is further proposed to
extend the information related to a historic building by
creating several ontologies. In order for a historical building
to be fully analyzed, it must include several ontologies in
areas such as architecture, building structure, its history,
legal status, localization, etc.
Semantic Annotation (SA) refers to the process of indexing
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and retrieving useful information from documents [16].

features to describe classes and properties, and to indicate
which of them can be used together.

Figure 19: Semantic Annotation Process [Zeeshan Ahmed]

4. Semantic web
The idea of Semantic Web (SW) was introduced by Tim
Berners-Lee, the Web's inventor (World Wide Web) as an
extension of the existing Web.
“A semantic triple, or simply triple, is the atomic data entity
in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) data model.
As its name indicates, a triple is a set of three entities that
codifies a statement about semantic data in the form of
subject-predicate-object expressions.” [18]
As is well known, web applications are receiving information
and not raw data. The information will be stored as
structured data, so each information has to be modeled at the
semantic level, depending on what we want to express.
Semantic Web technologies are used to provide automated
ways of processing web data by integrating multiple
databases available on the web. Integrating information into
a domain includes the process of representing and uniting
ontologies. In semantic web applications, ontologies are used
as models of information representation. Since these
ontologies are created by different people and contain
different structures, automatic integration is quite difficult.
Ontologies in the same domain may be different as syntax,
structure, semantics. Information processing within a
semantic web is only possible when all of them are
semantically represented.
Describing data using semantic languages (RDF(S) or
OWL), they can be exploited in a uniform manner, can be
interconnected, and are available to all.
Semantic Web Standards:
- RDF - stores data as "triple" - subject, predicate, object
- OWL - defines conceptual systems called "ontologies"
- Sparql - interrogates data in RDF
- SWRL - defines the rules
- GRDDL - converts data to RDF
Ontologies are like an electronic dictionary that allows
software to understand the meaning of words.
The semantic web refers to a technology that describes things
in a way that computer applications can understand it. It does
not mean links between webpages.
The elements of the Semantic Web are:
1. Web Ontology Language (OWL): is used by applications
that process the content of the information.
2. Resource Description Framework (RDF): This refers to a
language for describing information and resources on the
web. The Semantic Web uses this language to define web
resources.
3. RDF Scheme: It does not provide a list of application
codes and properties, but instead provides the necessary

Figure 20: The semantic web technology

Based on the digital content obtained, processed and
annotated, queries can be made and relevant information
from a semantic point of view can be found.
The information query system allows users to identify
architectural information and details by means of ontological
guided natural language queries by which the user is
provided with a set of suggestions relevant to the context of
the query. These suggestions are formulated on the basis of a
query grammar describing possible questioning structures for
Romanian language and elements of domain ontology.

5. Conclusions
In this article, we describe a semantic annotation of a
historical monument by extracting as much as possible
existing information of that building and making it available
to the end user.
Semantic annotation can be considered as a semantic
enrichment of the geometric model.
Through the relationships that are created between the
semantically modeled historical buildings, their knowledge
and their promotion at the national and international level is
sought.
Another purpose of modeling the built heritage is to
preserve these buildings and restore them where it is needed.
Regarding the evolution of the protection of the built
heritage, Professor Grigore Ionescu made a connection with
the restoration of our day: Out of the rigorous guardianship
of the "historical restoration" the intervention on the built
heritage considers legitimate the adoption of creative
initiatives capable of restoring the lacunar image of a
historical monument [8].
The complexity of creating semantic modeling for the built
heritage involves two major aspects:
- their special importance for a nation;
- the time allotted for a complete, precise, detail-oriented
modeling (because they give the charm of buildings and
transpose you temporarily during that time).
For the built heritage, automated and semiautomatic
methods are not to be found at all costs to reduce the time
needed for data collection and processing, but on the
contrary, I think they deserve the full attention, time,
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creativity and imagination of man for gathering and
processing all data, details and decorations that enchant
these masterpieces. That's because they can be restored in
case of damage or catastrophe as close to their original form.
In conclusion, the semantic modeling of a historic building
implies a complex interdisciplinary activity, where
specialists from all fields need to join forces to create an
open-source semantic application and a knowledge
acquisition system.
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Abstract
This paper describes the possibility of using a new
technology - terrestrial radar interferometry - in order to
determine more precisely the deformations and vibrations of
building structures. Our attention was directed toward to
estimate the horizontal displacements of tall buildings,
especially in the upper part, and the vertical displacement of
the superstructure of bridges under traffic.
The technology of terrestrial radar interferometry can be
used to determine deformations with accuracy up to 0.01
mm in real time, capturing the oscillations of investigated
objects with frequency bandwidth up to 200 Hz.
Deformation of several points on the object at different
heights can be determined simultaneously, if it is a high
building or at different distances (from the point of
observation) if it is the deck of a bridge, all of them from the
distance and without destructive intervention on the
monitored object.
The IBIS-FS radar interferometry system, produced by IDS
GeoRadar, was used for measurement in the case of
practical examples from this article.
We will briefly outline the measurement principle of this
instrument and the criteria underlying the geometry setting
for the optimal choice of the observation point.
The article presents several experiments of dynamic analysis
of the displacements for the characteristic points of
constructions of the type mentioned above.
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1.

Introduction

Lately, the focus is on equipping the constructions with
sensors for monitoring deformations and displacements, the
most common measurement systems are arrays of
accelerometers.
Recent literature focuses on wireless and mobile
technologies for transmitting data from such sensors,
combining several systems and measurement methods.
For the modal analysis of buildings, a suitable low-cost
accelerometer system, based on the architecture of the
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) can be designed
and built.
Terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are active 3D measurement
system that can measure up to one million points per second
with an accuracy of a few millimeters, but typically are not
commonly used for modal analysis of the structures [6].
Terrestrial radar interferometry systems can very accurately
determine the movements or deformations of objects [7].
These systems, called IBIS (Image by Interferometric
Survey), developed by IDS (Ingegneria dei Sistemi)
GeoRadar, available in different configurations, can
monitor, static or dynamic, constructions of various types
(civil or industrial constructions, bridges, dams, etc.) or the
evolution of areas with landslides, landscaped cliffs, coastal
areas, glaciers, etc.
We tested the IBIS-FS equipment to determine the
movement and vibration of the buildings and bridge decks.

2.

Measuring principle

The IDS radar sensor (IBIS-FS system) is a microwave
interferometer and consists of a sensor module, a computer
and a power supply unit. The sensor module (Figure 1) is a
coherent radar (meaning a radar that keeps the phase
information of the received signal) that generates, transmits
and receives the electromagnetic signals to be processed to
provide deformation and vibration measurements. The
sensor, including two conical antennas, weighs approx.

12 kg and is installed on a tripod equipped with a
rotating head so that it can be oriented in the
desired direction (Figure 2) [5].
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Fig. 4
Fig. 1

Fig. 5

Fig. 2

For measuring the displacements or deformations, the radar
unit sends a continuous wave with the gradual change of
frequency (Continuous Wave - Stepped-Frequency, CW-SFmethod), which is reflected by natural or artificial targets.
To detect a target, the signal strength must be greater than
the surrounding noise [3].
In order to ensure a good reflection of the signal and the
characteristic points on the monitored structure, there must
be on the surface of the structure the so-called corner-shaped
metal reflectors. Often, the object already has parts on the
surface acting as a cube corner reflector, and the installation
of artificial reflectors is not required [2].
Figure 3 shows an example of such a structure.

From time to time, this instrument detects the phase
difference of the signal reflected by the specific elements of
the studied structure (Figure 4).
𝑑 ⟹ 𝜑2 − 𝜑1
Measurement of displacement and measurement of phase
variation are shown in the following relation:
𝜆
𝑑=−
∙ Δ𝜑
4𝜋
where d is the displacement,  is the wavelength and  is
the phase difference.
In principle, the IBIS system simultaneously measures the
movement of all pixels or fields in the illuminated area of
the antenna beam (Figure 5) [8].
It generates the measurement signal, using transmitterreceiver antennas, it illuminates the entire area with
microwaves (Figure 6) and then receives the reflected
signal.

Fig. 6

Fig. 3

The first task is to detect the object's elements and then
determine the distance from the radar. The R dimension is
the resolution, that is, the smallest distance interval in which
one observing point can be distinguished, the maximum
resolution being 0,50 - 0,75 m, depending on the frequency
used.
The IBIS system measures the displacement dp (radial
displacement) (Figure 7), from which the effective
displacement of the point, d, can be obtained by taking into
account the positioning of the instrument relative to the
investigated object [5]:

𝑑=
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Fig. 7

Fig. 10

The displacement value measured by the interferometric
technique (comparison of the phases of two distinct images)
has a precision that depends on the recorded radar echo
intensity and the signal / noise ratio (SNR) of the point taken
into account [9].
The theoretical accuracy of the instrument can be 0.01 mm.
For obvious reasons, this precision is never possible during
measurement campaigns, but in any case a precision of 0.1
mm can be achieved (Figure 11 - accuracy of the
displacements depending on SNR).

Fig. 8

The results of the object measurements is the radar profile
(Figure 8), which shows the intensity of the reflected signal
in the radar field. Only points that strongly reflect the radar
wave (over 35 dB) can be taken in consideration [10].A high
SNR (signal / noise ratio) is the basis for selecting
observation points on the object [4]. If the identification of
observation points is difficult due to different reflections of
the structural elements, cube corner metal reflectors are used
(Figures 9 and 10).

Fig. 11

3. Choosing the observation position and
setting the IBIS-FS instrument
Fig. 9

They are also used if the object is made of material that does
not reflect microwaves. They help identify certain points of
the construction by strengthening the reflection of a radar
beam.
The radar profile can be divided into several peaks. Peaks
are points on the object that reflect the radar signal stronger
than others. In this way, we find the places where the
reflectors are installed. The possibility to use cube corner
reflectors is often limited. [1].

The IBIS-FS system (Figure 12) is suitable for static and
dynamic monitoring of various types of structures (bridges,
wind towers, high buildings, etc.), only 1D. This instrument
type has a range of up to 1 km and can monitor multiple
object points at once, regardless of environmental
conditions, both day and night, with accuracy of 0.01 mm at
frequencies up to 200 Hz.
There should be no obstacles between the instrument and the
object being investigated (other constructions, poles, trees,
etc.).
The IBIS-FS instrument is installed on the tripod, focusing
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on the target of interest by adjusting the horizontal direction
and inclination of the transmitter unit, connecting to the
field computer and the battery, following the step of setting
the geometry of the instrument relative to the object
investigated.
Using the IBIS Surveyor software on the field computer, the
user goes through a series of steps to start the data
acquisition. The software is organized in the following
windows:
- Static/dynamic acquisition selection window: static (data
acquisition time range can be set between 0.1 and
10000000.0 sec) and dynamic (with sampling frequency
between 10Hz and 200Hz);
- Instrumental parameter setting window: allows setting of
acquisition parameters (maximum distance, resolution,
antenna type, sampling frequency and duration);

Fig. 14

- Mission selection window: allows you to establish the
names of the data acquisition missions;
- Time management window: allows the data acquisition to
be turned on and off and allows the user to view the data
acquired in real time;

Fig. 15

- Measurements processing window: allows you to analyze
acquired data with different types of processing, depending
on the selected acquisition type. This window remains active
even when the instrument is not connected to the PC.
Fig. 12

Fig. 13

- Geometry configuration window: allows you to set the
acquisition geometry (the position of the instrument relative
to the observed object and the angle of inclination of the
instrument);
Fig. 16
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The projection options button allows the user to switch from
viewing radial movement to the orthogonal, longitudinal,
vertical, or horizontal movement (calculated using the
parameters set in the geometry configuration window).

4. IBIS-FS experiments in Bucharest
With IBIS-FS instrument in July 2018, we tested the
monitoring procedure for different types of construction,
configuring different observation geometries.
The tower building of the Institute of Atomic Physics (IFA)
in Magurele was one of the objectives.
There has been chosen a side of the building that can be
observed, without any obstacles in the transmitter field of
the instrument, which was positioned with an appropriate
elevation angle to have a good reflection on the whole
height of the building.
Choosing the reflection points with a SNR of over 40 dB,
we can see their movements during the acquisition of
interferometric information. There are grouped values (see
figure 18) that do not exceed 0.2 mm, which can be
observed in a polar or cartesian representation.

Fig. 18

A representation of structural deformations can be obtained
after data processing from the time period in which
interferometric data were acquired in static mode (Figure
19).

Fig. 19

Another type of objectives that are likely to be monitored
with IBIS-FS are bridges. In this sense, we have tested the
dynamic monitoring of the central deck of the cable bridge
from the Bucharest bypass located in the area of Otopeni
city (Figure 20).

Fig. 20
Fig. 17

Relevant was the fact that we have positioned the instrument
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in the middle of the bridge deck, the transmission direction
being vertical, we were able to detect the dynamical vertical
evolution of the transverse beam when passing heavier
vehicles. It can be observed the flexibility of the bridge
structure, when passing a truck, determining a displacement
of approx. -15 mm, but with a total return after a few
seconds (Figure 21).
Such beam variations of this bridge were also observed in
real time on the graphical representations provided by the
data acquisition software on the field computer (Figure 22).
Another test performed on the same cable bridge was the
determination of vibrations of the cables under heavy traffic.
For this we placed the instrument near the main pile that
supports the cables and set the microwave beam direction
relatively perpendicular to the central cable.
It is possible to observe the oscillations of the cables, which
are between +3 and -3 mm, relative to the direction of
observation of the instrument.
You can also simulate a dynamic evolution of the selected
points (for 3 cables), generating a movie during the
observation period.

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Fig. 24
Fig. 21
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5. Conclusions
As a result of the tests carried out with the IBIS-FS system,
we can state that these terrestrial radar interferometry
systems are an alternative to the classical methods of
determining the displacements of the building structures,
allowing real time analyzes which permit the calculation of
vibrations velocities and accelerations of the investigated
structure elements.
Radar interferometry offers some advantages compared to
traditional sensors used for this purpose, but also requires
some special conditions (without obstructions between the
instrument and the object investigated, no vibrations of the
instrument, a clear geometry for the location of the
instrument relative to the object, etc.) to obtain reliable data
on the specified accuracy.
Implementation of a national strategy to monitor
construction objectives with different types of risks may be
taken in consideration using this interferometric technique
for monitoring displacements and deformations, especially
because it is easy to mount outside the zone of influence of
the objective, with very good precision of the determined
values of the displacements, with the possibility of
integration into a permanent monitoring system (for dams,
for landslides, etc.) and the possibility of triggering the
alarm signals in case of imminent danger.
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Abstract
The Ground-Based Synthetic Aperture RADAR (GB-SAR)
is a remote sensing technique, which has been used in the
last two decades for many monitoring tasks of both manmade and natural objects. The advantages of GB-SAR are
its high temporal and spatial resolution and its high accuracy
in detection of displacements in LOS-direction for the whole
observed area. The major limitation of GB-SAR is the
ability to detect just displacement component in LOSdirection; further displacement components cannot be
detected. The common method to overcome this problem is
to transform the LOS-displacement into a 3D-coordinate
system in which the direction of the real displacement is
also defined. For this transformation additional observations
are required, which can be observed by means of
conventional measurement techniques e.g. GNSS or TLS.
The accuracy of the transformed displacement will be
affected by the uncertainties of the additional observations.
In this study the accuracy of the transformed 3Ddisplacemnt is investigated using a simulation under four
different scenarios for the accuracies of the additional
observations. The results of the investigation show high
sensitivity of the accuracy to the angle between LOS- and
real displacement direction and to the accuracy of the
expected real displacement direction. The sensitivity to the
accuracy of sensor and pixel position and to the accuracy of
the LOS-displacement is very low. The results of the
theoretical study are approved through a practical study
case.

Keywords
Engineering survey, GB-SAR, Monitoring,
Deviation, Error Propagation, 3D-Displacement.
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1.

Introduction

The Ground-Based Synthetic Aperture RADAR (GB-SAR)
is a remote sensing technique, which has been used in the
last two decades for many monitoring tasks of both manmade and natural objects. The potential of the technique in
this field was been approved through many studies e.g.
monitoring of landslide movements (Noferini et al., 2007;
Herrera et al., 2009; Luzi et al., 2010 ), glacier (Luzi et al.,
2007), snow avalanche (Martinez-Vazquez & FortunyGuasch, 2008), dam (Xing et. al., 2014). The advantages of
GB-SAR are its high temporal and spatial resolution and its
high accuracy in detection of displacements in the line of
sight (LOS) direction for the whole illuminated area.
Measurements are possible independent from day light and
almost regardless of weather conditions because of the
larger wavelength comparing to other geodetic optical
techniques. Monitoring of hazardous areas is possible
contactless, which is very important for the safety of the
measurement crew.
The accuracy of the LOS-displacement depends on different
factors; these will be the subject of section 2. This accuracy
is usually in sub-millimeter range, which is much better than
the accuracies of conventional geodetic monitoring
techniques such as total station, GNSS and Laser scanning.
However the LOS-displacement is just a projection of the
real displacement on the LOS-direction, and therefore just a
part of it which does not give any information about the real
direction of the displacement. Additional information are
needed in order to get the real displacement from GB-SAR
data. These information and the transformation between
LOS- and real displacement will be the subject of section 3.
The accuracy of the transformed displacement will be
affected by the uncertainties of the additional information
needed for this transformation. The main focus of this study
will be on the investigation of this accuracy under different
configuration in order to quantify it and to determine the
main influence factors (section 4).
The results of this theoretical investigation will be applied
for a practical monitoring task for a landslide in the Three
Gorges area in China (section 5).
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2. Accuracy of LOS-displacement

for the further investigations in section 4.

GB-SAR uses the phase difference i.e. interferometric phase
between two SAR images collected from the same sensor
position at two different time periods to determine the
change of the distance between SAR-sensor and target.
Besides of the change of the distance the interferometric
phase φw will be affected by phase shift caused by the
atmospheric disturbances φatm and noise φnoise . So the
phase shift caused by actual displacement φdisp can be
expressed as:

3. From LOS- to 3D-displacement

φdisp = φw − φatm − φnois + 2πN,

(1)

N is the integer phase ambiguity, which should be
𝜆
determined when a displacement lager than occurs. This
4
operation is named phase unwrapping, where λ is the
wavelength of the emitted signal.
It is clear from equation (1) that the accuracy of φdisp
depends on the accuracy of φatm and the measurement
noise.
The accuracy of φatm depends on the range between sensor
and target and on the correction method used to estimate
φatm . Rödelsperger gives a summary about different
methods to determine the atmospheric phase and there
accuracies, for example while using meteorological
observations to determine φatm a 1 % standard deviation in
the humidity leads at a temperature of 20 °C, humidity of 50
% and pressure of 1013 hPa to a 60 ° standard deviation of
φatm (Rödelsperger, 2011).
Noise consists of system noise (thermal noise) and target
dependent noise. The last one depends on the geometric and
radiometric properties of the illuminated area (shape,
material, roughness, cover, etc.). Corner reflectors, which
are characterized through there large RADAR Cross Section
(RCS) can be used in order to improve the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) in specific pixels. However it is complicated to
quantify or to model the influence of the noise because of its
target and environment dependency.
The LOS-displacement 𝛥LOS can be estimated from φdisp as
following:
ΔLOS = −

λ
4π

φdisp .

(2)
Fig. 15 LOS-displacement and real displacement (Hassan et. al., 2018)

Using error propagation law the standard deviation of 𝛥LOS
can be estimated from the following formula (Rödelsperger,
2011):
σΔLOS =

λ
4π

σφdisp ,

The major limitation of the GB-SAR is the ability to detect
displacements just in LOS-direction. The problematic of
getting real 3D-displacement form GB-SAR data was the
subject of many publications in the recent years. Severin et.
al. (2014) applied two GB-SAR system measuring
simultaneously in order to get 3D-displacements. The
disadvantage of this method is the need of two GB-SAR
systems. Crosetto et al. (2014) proposed noninterferometirc
amplitude based procedure to estimate 2D-deformations
from GB-SAR images and achieved sub cm accuracy. Hu et.
al., 2017 adopted the Multiple Aperture interferometry
(MAI) which originates from spaceborne SAR to the GBSAR. In this method the full GB-SAR aperture is divided
into forward-looking and backward-looking aperture, the
phase difference between the interferograms of both subapertures provides information about the displacement
perpendicular to the LOS direction. The last two procedures
are limited to detection of 2D-displacemnt.
However the common method is to use coordinate
transformation to define the LOS-direction i.e. the position
of the sensor and the pixel under investigation in a 3Dcoordinate system in which the direction of the real
displacement is as well defined. In order to get these
additional
information
conventional
measurement
techniques e.g. GNSS (Hassan et al., 2018) or TLS (Wang
and Xing, 2018) can be used and the LOS-displacement can
be transformed to the direction of the real displacement.

(3)

the accuracy of ΔLOS is related directly to accuracy of φdisp
and is furthermore proportional to the wavelength. In this
study the followed simulation will be done using the
technical specification of the instrument IBIS-L, which uses
a signal with a wavelength of 𝝀=17.4 mm. Assuming a
standard deviation of 20 ° for the displacement phase the
standard deviation for the LOS-displacement will be
𝜎ΔLOS = 0.5 mm (Rödelsperger, 2011). This value will be
assumed as constant along the measurement range and used

In a 3D-coordinate system (N, E, H) the direction vector of
the real displacement can be defined as following:
αreal = (

ΔNreal ΔEreal ΔHreal
Δreal

,

Δreal

,

Δreal

),

(4)
where (ΔNreal ,ΔEreal ,ΔHreal ) the North, East and Height
components of the real displacement, Δreal the absolute real
displacement:
Δreal = √ΔNreal 2 + ΔEreal 2 + ΔHreal 2 .
(5)
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influence factors on the accuracy of ΔSAR the observations
are divided into three groups; the LOS-direction group
includes (NSAR , ESAR , HSAR , NP , EP , HP ), the real
NSAR −NP ESAR −EP HSAR −HP
displacement group includes (ΔNreal , ΔEreal , ΔHreal ) and the
αLOS = (
,
,
),
(6)
S
S
S
LOS-displacement group includes ΔLOS . Four scenarios are
then considered; in each of them the variances of one
where (NSAR ,ESAR ,HSAR ) are the coordinates of the SAR
observation group are changed.
sensor, (NP , EP , HP ) are the coordinates of the pixel under
In the first scenario it is assumed that the observations of
investigation and S is the slope distance between the sensor
LOS-direction group are measured using GNSS-RTK and
and the pixel:
the standard deviations are in cm range. The observations of
the real displacement group are measured with GNSS and
𝑆 = √(NSAR − NP )2 + (ESAR − EP )2 + (HSAR − HP )2 . (7)
post processed, consequently their standard deviations are in
mm range. The fact that GNSS measuring accuracies for
Using these additional information the angle between LOS- horizontal components are better than those for height
displacement and the real displacement (Fig. 15) could be components is considered as well for both groups. The
determined:
standard deviation for the LOS-displacement is assumed to
be 0.5 mm.
cos β = αLOS . αreal ,
(8)
In fact, the assumption that the accuracies for the
observations of the LOS-direction group equal the
and the LOS-displacement can be transformed to the accuracies for the measurement techniques used for them is
direction of the real displacement:
not realistic. The reference point of the SAR-sensor is not
defined, so the dimensions of the sensor should be
Δ
ΔSAR = LOS .
(9)
considered in the uncertainty of its position. The dimensions
cos β
of the RADAR-head for the instrument IBIS-L are (27cm,
37.5 cm, 11.5 cm) (IBIS-L v.02.00- User Manual, 2010).
4. Accuracy of SAR-3D-displacement
Furthermore the exact position of a target or reflecting
object within a pixel in the radar image is not exactly
The accuracy of ΔSAR depends on the accuracies of the defined, so the pixel size should be considered in the
original observations: (ΔNreal , ΔEreal , ΔHreal , NSAR , ESAR , uncertainties of its position. The pixel dimension of IBIS-L
HSAR , NP , EP , HP , ΔLOS ). In order to get this accuracy the in the range direction is 0.5 m and in the cross-range
equation (9) has been expressed as a function of the original direction is 4.4 mrad, which means it depends on the range S
observations:
between sensor and pixel and can be approximated to 4.4.S
in meter units. These dimensions are considered in the
ΔSAR =f (ΔNreal , ΔEreal , ΔHreal , NSAR , ESAR , HSAR , NP , EP , accuracies of the LOS-direction group in the second
scenario. For each observation in this group the half of the
HP , ΔLOS ).
(10)
corresponding dimension is assumed as a standard deviation
This can be done using Matlab symbolic toolbox. The (worst case). The selecting of the corresponding dimension
standard deviation of ΔSAR can be estimated using low of depends on the following assumed measurement
configuration, in which the height of the pixel is not affected
error propagation:
by its dimension.
In order to investigate the influence of the uncertainties of
T
σΔSAR = √F. Σll . F ,
(11)
real displacement direction and LOS-displacement on the
result, their uncertainties are changed in scenario 4 and 5
where F is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives:
respectively. The assumed standard deviations in each
scenario are summarized in Table 1.
∂Δ
∂Δ
∂Δ
F = ( SAR , SAR , . . . . , SAR),
(12)
For simplification the measurement configuration is
∂ΔNreal ∂ΔEreal
∂ΔLOS
assumed as following: SAR-Sensor is horizontally installed
𝛴𝑙𝑙 is the variance covariance matrix of the observations, it and has the coordinate (0 m, 0 m, 100 m) in the 3Dis a diagonal matrix with the variances of the observations coordinate system (N, E, H). The illuminated area is as well
horizontal at the same
level of the instrument
Table 1 Standard deviations for the observations in different scenarios
and practically limited
to the range 10 to
scenario 𝜎ΔNreal 𝜎ΔEreal 𝜎ΔHreal 𝜎NSAR 𝜎ESAR 𝜎HSAR
𝜎NP
𝜎EP
𝜎HP
𝜎ΔLOS
1000 m in range
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
direction and to ±55°
1
3
3
5
10
10
20
10
10
20
0.5
around the mean LOS
2
3
3
5
140
190
60
250
4.4.S
20
0.5
in the cross range
direction. Under this
3
6
6
10
10
10
20
10
10
20
0.5
assumption the energy
4
3
3
5
10
10
20
10
10
20
1
will be scattered back
on the main diagonal under the assumption of none to the sensor only from pixels equipped with a corner
correlated observations. In order to investigate the main reflector. This area is divided in pixels with the size 0.5 m x
The direction vector of the LOS in the same coordinate
system is:
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4.4 mrad equals the resolution of the instrument IBIS-L in
both directions. A horizontal real displacement with the
components (-0.1 m, 0 m, 0 m) in the same coordinate
system is assumed for the whole illuminated area. The
measurement configuration and the results for the first
scenario are shown in Fig. 16. To achieve more clarity the
pixels and the real displacement are represented larger than
their actual dimensions. The detected LOS-displacement in
this case varies from -10 cm at the main LOS to -6 cm at the
side LOS (Fig. 17).

practically possible case and is simpler for the simulation.
The results for the first and second scenarios under the
extended angle range are shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19
respectively.
The results of the first scenario (Fig. 18) clear the
importance of the angle β for the result. While the standard
deviation of the real SAR displacement at β ∈ [−10°, 10°]
remains in sub mm range and so in same range as that for
LOS-displacement, increases this standard deviation with
increasing angle and reaches the cm range at β = 75°. The
maximum standard deviation reaches a value of 17.3 mm at
β = 80°. Furthermore the accuracy of the real SAR
displacement is range independent in this scenario. This is
just valid for the assumption, that the accuracy of the LOSdisplacement is range independent as well.

Fig. 16 Simulated Measurement configuration

Fig. 18 Standard deviation of the real SAR-displacement for the first
scenario

Fig. 17 Detected LOS-displacement for the simulation case

For the above mentioned simulation the angle β increases
with the increased cross range but it still limited to the value
range for the field of view of the sensor [-55°, +55°],
practically further values for this angle are also possible. In
order to cover almost any possible situation for this angle
the range has been extended to [-80°, +80°]. The values
between 80° and 90° are not included due to the fact that
interferometric GB-SAR is not sensitive to displacements
perpendicular to the LOS. The extended angle range can be
simulated either by changing the values of the horizontal
components of the simulated real displacement or by
extending the field of view for the sensor to ±80°. Even
though the last one is just a theoretical assumption and
practically impossible, it leads to the same results of the

Fig. 19 Standard deviation of the real SAR-displacement for the second
scenario

Even for a strong increase of the standard deviations for the
observations of the LOS direction group in the second
scenario, compared to those in the first scenario, just a slight
increase of 𝜎ΔSAR in the close range area and at large values
for β with a maximum standard deviation of 23.6 mm in the
upper corners of Fig. 19 can be noticed.
To clarify this effect 𝜎ΔSAR for the whole range is
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represented in Fig. 20 for three different β angles. Outside
the close range area (10 to 100 m range) 𝜎ΔSAR equals that of
the first scenario. It increases rapidly in the close range and
for large β values. The reason for this increase in the close
range is that, the uncertainties in the coordinates of sensor
and pixel cause high uncertainties for short distance between
sensor and pixel in the LOS-direction vector and thus in the
angle β. For the same reason, the increase of the
uncertainties of the pixel coordinates with the range cause
no noticeable effect.

scenario (range independent and strong dependent on the
angle β). The increase of the standard deviations of the real
displacement observation group leads to proportional
increase of 𝜎ΔSAR . This reaches a maximum value of 34.2
mm for β=80° in the third scenario, which is almost two
times the maximum standard deviation in the first scenario,
i.e. the same factor as the factor used for increase the
standard deviations of the real displacement observation
group.

Fig. 22 Standard deviation of the real SAR-displacement for the first
and the fourth scenario at 500 m range
Fig. 20 Standard deviation of the real SAR-displacement for the second
scenario along the whole range and under different β angles

Fig. 23 Differences between 𝝈𝚫𝐒𝐀𝐑 in the first and fourth scenario
Fig. 21 Standard deviation of the real SAR-displacement for the third
scenario

For the same reason and due to the fact that the distance
between sensor and pixel is much longer than the real
displacement vector, the standard deviation of ΔSAR is more
sensitive for a small change of the uncertainties of the
observations in the real displacement group (third scenario),
comparing to a large change of the uncertainties of the LOSdirection group (second scenario). The results for the third
scenario (Fig. 21) show a similar behaviour as the first

Because of the range independency for 𝜎ΔSAR , the results for
the fourth scenario are represented at a fix range of 500 m in
Fig. 22. To quantify the effect of 𝜎ΔLOS the results of the
first scenario are represented in the same figure, and the
differences between the standard deviations of ΔSAR in both
scenarios are represented in Fig. 23. A 0.5 mm change in
𝜎ΔLOS at an angle β = 0° leads to an equal change in 𝜎ΔSAR .
The effect of the same change in 𝜎ΔLOS decreases with
increased β and reaches a minimum of 0.22 mm (almost
50% from the original change value) at β = 43°. After that it
increases with increased β and reaches a maximum of 0.7
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mm at β = 80°.
Considering the results of all scenarios, the angle β is the
main influence factor on the accuracy of the real SAR
displacement (𝜎ΔSAR ), for this reason it is recommended to
plan the measurement configuration in the way that, the
direction of the sensor main LOS coincide with direction of
the expected displacement. The last one can be estimated
using further measurements techniques or assumed based on
geological or constructive models. Just in this case accuracy
for real displacement in the low mm range can be achieved
from GB-SAR measurements. The second important factor
is the accuracy for the direction of the real displacement.
Compared to both factors mentioned above the accuracies of
the observations of the LOS-direction and of the LOSdisplacement are negligible. Finally it should be mentioned
that 𝜎ΔSAR depends also on the value of the measured LOSdisplacement, this effect is not been quantified in this
simulation.

noise. The mean values, empirical standard deviation (STD)
and root mean square values (RMS) for these time series are
calculated and summarized in Table 2.
The RMS values are at the same level as the accuracy for
the LOS-displacement proposed in (section 2). These values
will be used for the following error propagation.

5. Practical case: Lianziya landslide in China
The results of the theoretical variance analysis are applied to
a practical monitoring task. The site being monitored is
Lianziya landslide, which is located on the south west side
of the Yangtze River in the three gorges area in China, more
details about this landslide can be found in Hassan et al.
(2018). In order to insure the safety of the shipping on the
river and of people living in the surrounding towns the
landslide was subject of many monitoring campaigns in
recent years. A recent one was performed from January
2015 to May 2018 using theodolite measurement system and
discovered a horizontal displacement in the north-east
direction (to the river). The results of this campaign will be
used in this paper to define the direction of the real
displacement.
For the monitoring of the landslide using GB-SAR the
sensor was installed in a stable area 700 m away from the
center of the landslide. Two corner cubes (P1 and P2) were
installed within the landslide near a monitoring point from
the former campaign mentioned above, the measured
displacements at this point was (13.2 mm, 4.3 mm) in North
and East direction respectively. The position of the sensor
and two corner reflectors were measured using GNSS in
order to define the direction of the LOS for both reflectors in
the same coordinate system as the one for the real
displacement direction. The measurement configuration and
the direction of the expected displacement are described in
Fig. 24. In this configuration the angles between the real
displacement and both LOSs are determined to β1 =
64.5382° and β2 = 70.5367°.
The GB-SAR measurements were carried out from
09.03.2018 at 15:52 o’clock to 11.03.2018 at 07:23 o’clock.
The atmospheric phase correction was done by means of
stable ground control points (GCP) and after that the LOSdisplacement time series for P1 and P2 were computed (Fig.
25). Actually within the measurement period of less than 40
hours and taking into account the results of the former
monitoring campaign over more than 3 years, the landslide
can be considered as stable during the GB-SAR
measurement and the LOS-displacement time series in Fig.
25 are caused by errors of atmospheric correction and by

Fig. 24 Measurement configuration and the direction of the expected
displacement

Fig. 25 LOS-displacement time series for P1 and P2

Table 2 Statistics for LOS-displacement time series

Time
series
P1
P2

Mean
[mm]
0.42
0.37

STD
[mm]
0.32
0.28

RMS
[mm]
0.54
0.47

Outlier
Per. [%]
3.9
1.5

The outliers in both time series are identified using data
snooping algorithm and eliminated. The percentages of
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these outliers are summarized in Table 2.
Using equation (9) the real SAR-displacement time series
for both pixels are computed and represented in figure Fig.
26.
The transformation scales the displacement and the noise
depending on the value of β angle. Because of the worst
configuration for P2 and in contrast to the LOS-time series
the mean values, empirical standard deviations and RMS
values for P2 are larger than those for P1. These values are
summarized for both real displacement time series in Table
3.

displacement depends on the accuracies of these additional
information and on the measurement configuration,
especially the angle β between the LOS-direction and the
direction of the real displacement. The last one is the most
important factor. While this accuracy is equal to the one of
the LOS-displacement (0.5 mm in this study) at β=0°, it get
worst with increasing β and reaches in this study a value of
2 cm at β=80°. For this reason it is very important to plan
the measurement configuration carefully in order to get
reliable results for the real displacement from GB-SAR
measurements. The accuracy of the estimated real
displacement is also very sensitive to the accuracy of the
expected displacement direction, which can be either
measured by other measurement techniques or determined
based on geological or constructive models, and less
sensitive to the accuracies of sensor and pixel positions.
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Fig. 26 Real-displacement time series for P1 and P2

Additionally and based on the accuracies of the input
observations proposed in the second scenario (Table 1) and
on the mean values of the observed LOS-displacement time
series (Table 2) the theoretical standard deviations σ for real
displacement time series are also calculated (Table 3).
Table 3 Statistics for real-displacement time series

Time
series
P1
P2

Mean
[mm]
0.98
1.10

STD
[mm]
0.70
0.82

RMS
[mm]
1.20
1.37

σ
[mm]
1.39
1.66

The theoretical standard deviations are in the same level as
the empirical RMS values for both pixels. The reason for
the differences between these standard deviations and those
from the simulation (section 4) under the same configuration
is that the measured LOS-displacements in this section are
too small compared to the simulated one in the former
section.

6. Conclusions
GB-SAR is very accurate measurement technique for
detection of LOS-displacement. The accuracy of this
displacement is usually in sub mm range and depends on the
efficiency of the correction method used for atmospheric
phase determination and on all kinds of measurement noise.
In order to get real 3D-displacement from LOSdisplacement a coordinate transformation can be used. For
this transformation the position of the sensor, the position of
the pixel under investigation and the direction of the real
displacement should be determined in the same 3Dcoordinate system. The accuracy of the estimated real
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Abstract
The Superior School of Land Surveying Engineering, the
first superior education program in Wallachia, was
inaugurated two hundred years ago (1818-2018). This
memorable event occurred owe to the arduous efforts of a
great patriot, Gheorghe Lazăr, who carved a path for
Romanians to pursue science and engineering in their
maternal language.
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In the times of numbness of nations there appear
moments that, like rays from heaven, illuminate the minds
of people in the waking of self-consciousness and lead
them on the path of progress, in the development of the
national sense. An event of this nature, one of the most
memorable, appeared in the history of Wallachia: the
establishment of the school of the great mentor and the
enthusiastic patriot Gheorghe Lazăr, who opened to the
country the book of science and the appreciation of their
language and nationality.
Gheorghe Lazăr was born on 5 June 1779 in
Transylvania, in the village of Avrig, at the foot of the
Făgăraș Mountains, on the Olt
Valley. His parents, Gheorghe and
Maria, Romanian Orthodox, had
the modest condition of the
peasants, who had their little free
property, as well as the saxons in
the commune. Of the inhabitants it
is said that a small part was made
up of saxons, and a large part of the
Wallachians,
whose
main
occupation was carrying the goods of merchants from
Hungary, Slovenia, Banat and Wallachia. The Lazăr family,
whose real name was Lăzăroaie, had six children: Onea
(Ioan), Sillia (Vasile), Luca, Zenovia, Ana and GheorgheEustațiu, the youngest of them.
The first teachings he received in his native village,
having as teacher the writer Ioan Barac. The smallest,
Gheorghe, being smarter and more inclined to learn, was
sent to school in Sibiu where he learnt Latin. Here,
distinguishing himself among his colleagues, he attends
the courses of the Academy in Cluj, in fact an annex of
the Roman Catholic high school, having colleagues some
other Romanians. The high school had courses of
grammar, rhetoric, philosophy and an academic course,
with two years of study.
Between 1799-1801, he graduated from grammar in
Cluj, and in Sibiu the rhetoric course, after which he
returned to Cluj for the courses of philosophy and law.
Between 1802-1804, Gheorghe Lazăr followed the
first and second years of philosophy, representing his
most productive years, where he is among the top students
in learning, with very good grades in logic, history,
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geography, architecture, chemistry and mineralogy,
disciplines which were studied at this stage of education.
In terms of law courses in Cluj, he followed natural law,
public, national and international.
Studying in Cluj, he wanted superior teachings, which
he had to follow in Vienna. The family did not have the
opportunity to support it, so he needed a scholarship.
Upon request, the Orthodox Bishopric of Sibiu awarded
him a scholarship from the contribution of the faithful
peasants and citizens in 1806. Although the scholarship
was granted for the study of theology, Gheorghe Lazăr
focused mainly on scientific studies. In the
recommendation, in the Report of the Transylvanian
Chancellery, it was emphasized that the peasant son from
Avrig was endowed with the "best talent and morality", in
studies obtaining "the first class with distinction".
From 1806 to 1809, Gheorghe Lazăr completed his
courses in Vienna, studying law and theology. But he
sought the world of cultural, political, philosophical and
scientific ideas of the time, studying philosophy, history,
and especially physic-mathematical sciences, being
convinced that by their appropriation he could be grateful
to the romanian people.
In Vienna, between 1808-1811, he dealt with the
study, translation and elaboration of some works in
romanian. At that time, Vienna was occupied by French
troops. Because of the enrolments made in the army,
Gheorghe Lazăr was recruited among Austrian
topographers. This position takes him away from his
studies, but gives him the opportunity to make a fruitful
practice in applying mathematical science to various field
and office operations. With his intelligence and diligence,
he attracted the attention and satisfaction of the leaders.
After the end of the campaign, freeing himself from the
civil engineering service and from the technical works he
was commissioned to, he resumed his studies at the
Faculty of Theology to complete his studies he needed for
the ecclesiastical career. At the end of this course,
Gheorghe Lazăr obtains the diploma of laureate in
theology.
After three years in Vienna, Gheorghe Lazăr goes to
Carlowitz to complete his Orthodox dogmatic and
liturgical studies in order to be ordained. But, not ending
his theological studies, he remained layman.
After 1811, Gheorghe Lazăr started his activity in
Sibiu, being appointed professor at Sibiu Seminar, a post
from which he was removed, being suspected of
revolutionary patriotic ideas.
Because of the difficulties encountered, Gheorghe
Lazăr leaves for Brașov in December 1811 without the
bishop's permission.
Gheorghe Lazăr's ideas did not match those of the
society from Sibiu. His activity was supervised by
political agents, being considered "disobedient, restless,
unreasonable". All this led to his dismissal being
demanded on September 15, 1815, because he was
considered no longer qualified as a professor at Cernăuți.
Under the conditions of the Habsburg rule, unable to
realize what he thought, a school that would contribute to
the revival of the national conscience of the Romanians,
he directed his hopes over the Carpathians in Bucharest.
Accustomed to travel, he goes to Brașov, where he

was also in 1811, as a translator of Romanian. This time,
he enters as a teacher for the children of Grigore Ghica’s
sister, who in 1822 will ascend to the ruler's seat in
Wallachia. With this family, in 1816, he crosses the
border, dressed poorly and with few books and laundry. In
a while, while staying at a host, he was known as the
Lazăr-the engineer, even before 1818.
On the arrival of Gheorghe Lazăr in Bucharest, the
Greek Academy from St. Sava was known from the
previous century. Organized as an academy since 1707 by
Constantin Brâncoveanu, it was given a new structure by
the charter of Alexandru Ipsilanti in 1776, framed with
well-known teachers, having also a local library. In 1816,
along with arts, sciences, languages, history and
geography, a new course of law was introduced. It was
also decided the reorganization of the site from Schitu
Măgureanu. In Bucharest, slavic-romanian schools were
also well-known, from Sfântul Gheorghe-Vechi and
Colțea, with schools also in other localities in the country,
so also preoccupations for learning. Wallachia lacked a
superior school in the national language.
Gheorghe Lazăr entered into relations with outstanding
people of the capital, who were responsible for the
organization of schools in the country. In the discussions
with them, he outlined the plan to organize a school on a
new foundation, a national school, an education based on
a new structure, a new orientation.
On March 6, 1818, the administrators of the schools,
Metropolitan Nectarie, Grigore Ghica, Constantin
Bălăceanu, presented to the ruler Ioan Gheorghe Caragea
an anaphor, requesting the establishment of this Romanian
school, framed with "skilled teachers", to teach the young
people in romanian, the most suitable being "Lazăr, the
engineer who has recently come from Transylvania". The
document, drawn up by the noblemans, was approved and
reinforced by the royal resolution of March 24, 1818, this
being the official date for the establishment of Gheorghe
Lazăr's school of engineering-surveying, with teaching in
the national language, in Wallachia.
It should be emphasized that in this period it was
increasingly necessary to make measurements in the
domains of the noblemans, to prepare the surveyings by
specialists with engineering training, which Bucharest and
the country needed so much. There was a need for a
superior school to train such specialists. In Moldavia, in
Iași, such a school was founded at the Royal Academy, on
November 15, 1813, through the efforts of moldavian
scholar Gheorghe Asachi, supported by Metropolitan
Veniamin Costache.
Skilled in land measurements, topographical plans,
surveyings, Gheorghe Lazăr has been asked for such
works since his arrival in the capital. The noblemans, the
parents of the children, asked the teacher to do practical
work on the field. Coming to Bucharest, Gheorghe Lazăr
did not limit his activity to teaching only the lessons, but
he talked with prominent people, presented them with his
plans, and he was pushing to implement them. He had to
convince the administrators of the schools of the necessity
of setting up a romanian superior education school, of the
possibility of teaching superior sciences in romanian.
Practically, the beginnings of this school of Gheorghe
Lazăr, its foundations, were made since 1816.
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It should be noted that before the arrival of Gheorghe
Lazăr in Bucharest, there was a romanian language
education in the romanian countries. The correspondence
between the voivodes and the noblemans of Wallachia
with the Patriarchate of Constantinople, the commercial
privileges granted to the noblemans through charters, etc.,
required the existence of document writers, teachers,
experts in Romanian language. There was a Greek
education system in the capital, followed by the
noblemans children and the officials of the clerical
churches. In parallel, there were schools like Colţea and
Sfântul Gheorghe-Vechi, attended by many students of all
sorts, including Transylvanian youth, the education being
cost free.
The school of Gheorghe Lazăr meant something else,
representing a new and important stage in the
development of education, being the first high school of
surveying engineers, where all the teachings were taught
in romanian. The struggle for the formation and
development of a national culture is becoming stronger,
the cultural ties between the three Romanian countries are
growing, together with the economic relations and the
trade of goods.
In the 1818 public notice, Gheorghe Lazăr underlines
his striving for the establishment of a superior education
form. "With shame comes a nation that is so old, so
famous, glorified and gifted with all the roots of the earth
... with a word of royal origins, but with no school that is
more laborious, a science academy in its mother
language". At the same superior education form he
reffered also in the "Call for the Submission of a
Mathematics Course" from 1822.
The school of Gheorghe Lazăr presents the curriculum
of a complete education, with all stages, including the
superior one. Speaking of his school, of the "moment of
Lazăr", it must be underlined that starting with him, there
will be a superior education in romanian, with him being
the founder of this form of school in Wallachia.
School
administrators,
concerned
about
the
establishment of a superior school in romanian, sent some
young people to study abroad to learn "philosophical
crafts", so that later to be enrolled as school teachers in
Bucharest.
The structure of education in Gheorghe Lazăr's school
was as follows:
- the grammar course lasted three years and teached
reading, writing, arithmetic, geometry and religion in
three classes;
- rhetoric, also called humanitarian, with a duration of
two years (poetics and rhetoric);
- the two-year philosophical course of logic, algebra,
physics, architecture, history, chemistry and mineralogy;
- two-year academic course, with law, philosophy,
medicine, architecture, etc.
Depending on the possibilities, on the teachers he
could use, on the neccessity of that time, Gheorghe Lazăr
elaborates a complete plan, for all stages, from elementary
classes, to superior education.
It should be noted that the plan elaborated by
Gheorghe Lazăr differs from that of Gheorghe Asachi,
applied at the Royal Academy in Iași on November 15,
1813. He opens in the capital of Moldavia, Iași, a

romanian land surveying engineering course in the Greek
school, while Gheorghe Lazăr organizes separately a
romanian school with all levels of education. By doing so,
he had imposed upon the romanian people and the
possibilities then, such a plan, verified in the schools of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, at the beginning of the
nineteenth century. It should be taken into consideration
that the curriculum had a secular orientation.
An important place is occupied by the study of
mathematics in the superior education stages: arithmetic
"with all its parts", theoretical geometry, trigonometry,
algebra, architecture, geodesy or field engineering, etc., all
other objects outside of geography are related to the study
theoretical and practical aspects of mathematics.
Gheorghe Lazăr has drawn up the first manuals
necessary for the Romanian superior education, highly
appreciated in the years to come. For the last stage of
education, Gheorghe Lazăr also provided the study of
philosophy and law, disciplines that prove to be necessary
for the modern state.
Among the students who enrolled in the school opened
by Gheorghe Lazăr, there were many people coming from
the Greek school. It should be noted that the Greek
Academy continued to operate after 1818, until 1821.
According to Ion Ghica, when Gheorghe Lazăr arrived in
Bucharest, the students from Udricani, Colțea, St.
Gheorghe-Vechi and from all the churches emptied those
schools and left for St. Sava, with Petrache Poenaru,
Eufrosin Poteca, Simion Marcovici and many other young
people from the Greek school.
At Gheorghe Lazăr's school there were over twenty
school children who regularly attended. Among them
were: Ioan Heliade Rădulescu, Petrache Poenaru, Ion
Pandele, Christian Tell, future general, Costache Moroiu,
Anton Pann, Scarlat Rosetti and others. To these were
added six moldavian young scholars who have been sent
by moldavian Metropolitan Veniamin Costache to "the
famous Parnassus of muses of the cultivated Gheorghe
Lazăr" after the abolition of the Iasi School of surveying.
The original documents from the end of the 18th century
prove the presence of the Transylvanian youths at the
Colţea school in Bucharest. There has been a tradition in
this regard. Some of them have also been taught at St.
Sava School, as well as in other Bucharest schools, such
as St. Gheorghe-Vechi, Antim etc.
Besides mother tongue, Gheorghe Lazăr knew several
languages: Latin, French, German and Hungarian.
Gheorghe Lazăr's school taught young people from the
three Romanian countries. The lectures of the
Transylvanian and Wallachian teachers, the discussions
between them about the common origin, the historical
events, the language, customs, etc., will contribute to the
development of the national consciousness.
The school of Gheorghe Lazăr addressed young people
from all social levels. Among his students were sons of
noblemans, but most of them were the ones from the other
slums schools, most of whom were sons of furriers and
tailors, coming from low-income families.
The administrators of the schools, in the desire to have
trained teachers for the St. Sava School, decided to send
abroad the first scholars who had distinguished
themselves in their studies: Eufrosin Poteca, Ion Pandele,
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Costache Moroiu, Simion Marcovici and Petrache
Poenaru. They studied abroad between 1819-1820.
The establishment of the school St. Gheorghe-Vechi
was discussed in 1817, having three teachers. One of them
teached students notions of superior mathematics.
Gheorghe Lazăr asked, as a help, pope Paul to be a
teacher for the beginner classes. He is considered the first
teacher assistant. Then, from 1818, Eufrosin Poteca,
Petrache Poenaru, Ladislau Erdeli, Ioan Heliade
Rădulescu and Grigore Râmniceanu came.
Through his conception, through the ideas behind the
organization of his school, Gheorghe Lazăr was close to
the revolutionary movement led by Tudor Vladimirescu.
General Christian Tell, a former student of Lazăr, wrote to
George Bariţiu, stressing that "He (Lazăr) and Tudor
knew each other very well, and he was often called up to
the Cotroceni monastery." Further, Tell wrote that
Gheorghe Lazăr taught Tudor's people "how to make the
carriages and how to cannonade." Ioan Heliade Rădulescu
also mentioned that he accompanied Gheorghe Lazăr to
Cotroceni, slept for several nights here and that the
fortification of the Cotroceni camp attracted the
persecution that came over him.
The Greek Academy closed its gates in March 1821,
with the outbreak of Tudor Vladimirescu's revolutionary
movement. It must be stressed that the two academies,
romanian and greek, operated in parallel from 1818 until
1821. The historian V. A. Urechia stated that, at the
outbreak of Tudor's revolutionary movement, all the
teachers and students left Lazăr's school and lined up,
becoming active supporters of the movement.
Gheorghe Lazăr also faced difficulties regarding the
school location because the rooms in St. Sava were
occupied by tenants, greeks, serbs, albanians. The school
administrators had no funds to print the textbooks.
Appreciating the educational value of the reading
books, Gheorghe Lazăr pleaded for the importance of the
school library. Thus, the library of St. Sava was shortly
the largest in the country. He also paid great importance to
school textbooks in the mother tongue, without which no
thorough education can be done. Even during his studies
in Vienna, he elaborated books. The activity continues in
Bucharest, developing mathematics and philosophy
courses. Preserved: Mathematical Arithmetic, Right
Trigonometry, Geometry. He introduced Kant's
philosophy course, as well as logic and metaphysics, by
the same author.
Mathematical arithmetics includes the inscription:
"Made up firstly in romanian by Gheorghe Lazăr, for the
benefit of its school pupils from St. Sava school,
Bucharest, 1821, February 26, Lazăr." Academician
Dimitrie Pompeiu stressed that "it is a scientific book",
including "both rational and practical math problems",
that "it distinguishes itself by great clarity" and can
contribute especially to the establishment of mathematical
terminology. The other work, The Right Trigonometry,
written in 1821, was transcribed by Traian Lalescu, who
also published it.
In his conclusions, Traian Lalescu,
editor of
Trigonometry by Gheorghe Lazăr, stated that,
independently of the period in which it was written, the
work is good, having "a historical place of honor" in our

scientific literature, and the language "unshaken", „with
naive but interesting adaptations”, is a pleasant reading
today, at the level of the pathetic chronics of the
eighteenth century.
Gheorghe Lazăr belongs to the scientific education, as
Traian Lalescu concludes, being the first romanian
engineer in Muntenia, "the first great teacher of romanian
ideal", as Nicolae Iorga called him, and the first author of
textbooks for the mathematics discipline.
In organizing the school, the Transylvanian scholar was
guided by an important principle: the connection with
practice. Through his lessons, Gheorghe Lazăr responded
to the demands that were being made at that time, to
prepare engineers for surveyings. The principles applied
by Gheorghe Lazăr were fruitful. With his students, in
1821, he had drawn up the plan of the Fântânele domain
in Ilfov County. At St. Sava school, Gheorghe Lazăr
formed romanian engineers, among them being Grigore
Pleşoianu, Vasile Urzescu, etc. It was a good start for
superior technical education in the national language.
Unfortunately, it did not have continuity. The school of
Gheorghe Lazăr ended his activity in March 1821, after
Tudor Vladimirescu arrived with the army on the outskirts
of Bucharest and settled in Cotroceni Monastery. From
the ideas of these movements, stated later Nicolae
Bălcescu, a former student of Lazăr, would progressively
develop the ideas of the Revolution of 1848.
In large part, the ideas of Gheorghe Lazăr are the same
as those of the Transylvanian School, which developed a
new type of culture for romanians, explaining the noble
origins of the romanian people and language. Ion Ghica
pointed out that the Avrig teacher was "from the School of
Petre Maior and Gheorghe Şincai" and from them we
have "the most demanding researches on the history of the
nation". The pupils of Lazăr received the ideas of the
Transylvanian School as a precious good, as an
inheritance from their teacher and from the teachers of the
Blaj school.
Alongside school and classroom learning, Gheorghe
Lazăr also thought about the outside activity, sought his
disciples to cherish the theater, to develop it as an
educational tribune. Ioan Heliade Rădulescu reported the
efforts made by Gheorghe Lazăr, together with Iancu
Văcărescu, in organizing a theater in romanian. Thus, they
encouraged Professor Ludovic Erdeli to translate in
romanian the play "Penurious", by Molière, which was
presented in romanian on stage for the first time. The
actors were the students of Gheorghe Lazăr.
The heavy struggle that had gone on in these years had
begun to weaken the forces of St. Sava’s professor, who
painfully witnessed the destruction of his labor. His health
was shattered. His only satisfaction was the appointment
in 1822 by the Ottoman Gate of Ioan Grigore Ghica as
ruler, this change corresponding to the aspirations of
Gheorghe Lazăr.
In the spring of 1823, Gheorghe Lazăr, although still
young, weakened by power, lived in a cell at St. Sava.
Then he moved to his cousin, who lived on the outskirts
of the city. As the illness worsened, Gheorghe Lazăr
wrote to the Avrig family to take him home. By June
1823, the bigger brother Onea came, and in a wagon, he
led him to Avrig. In the cart he was carrying three
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hundred books, a violin, and some topographic
instruments. At his departure he was led by his students:
Ioan Heliade Rădulescu, Daniel Tomescu and Christian
Tell.
After less than three months of suffering, Gheorghe
Lazăr died in his father's house at Avrig on September 17,
1823, three months after he was 44 years old. He was
buried near the parents’ house in the courtyard of the
Avrig Orthodox Church. In 1865, a former student, Carol
Rosetti, raised him a marble monument. The epitaph on
the tombstone would have been written by Gheorghe
Lazăr before he died. To commemorate the memory of
Gheorghe Lazăr, in May 1886, in Bucharest, his statue
was inaugurated.
From the family attended an old nephew and some great
grandchildren. The statue, the work of the sculptor Ioan
Georgescu, was erected on the site of St. Sava's church.
Remembering the illustrious figures of our nation's
past, the writers and leaders of the Revolution of 1848
should be recalled, such as Nicolae Bălcescu, Ion Ghica,
Grigore
Alexandrescu,
Cezar
Boliac,
Dimitrie
Bolintineanu, who studied and formed at the School of
Gheorghe Lazăr, in the spirit in which he laid the
foundations of modern national education.
The role of Gheorghe Lazăr's School is emphasized by

the former student and collaborator, Ioan Heliade
Rădulescu. He later said that "without Lazăr and that
school, we would not have until now been conscious of
what we were, of what we are and of what we could
become."
On the anniversary of the 200th anniversary of the
foundation of the superior school of engineering and
surveying in the national language in Wallachia and the
239th anniversary of the birth of the great scholar
Gheorghe Lazăr, the servants of school and culture, the
whole romanian nation, pay a great homage to the great
founder of romanian school and culture.
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Abstract

1.

In this research paper was analysed the solar radiation in a
bounded area of Suceava city using Solar Radiation module
in ArcGis. Feature classes: buildings, streets and contours
were organized in a geospatial database. TIN was generated
by using contours feature class in order to obtain solar
radiation rasters. We can extrude buidings for a better 3D
visualization. For solar radiation analysis, Solar Radiation
Tools were used: Area Solar Radiation, Points Solar
Radiation and Solar Radiation Graphics. Points solar
radiation analysis is used to calculate the amount of radiant
energy for a given location. Solar radiation calculations can
be performed for specified locations only by using a
landcape raster and buildings shapefile. The amount of solar
radiation during one year (T0) was calculated. Area Solar
analysis is used to compute the insolation across an entire
landscape. Different time configurations for analysing solar
radiation were used: multi-day time configurations with the
maximum range of days a total of one year (2014), special
days time configurations and within-day time configurations
with the maximum range of time set by one day (24 hours).
Solar radiation graphics provides informations on the
visibility or obstructions of the sky; related solar map
sectors shows changes in elevation/ azimuth; Sun position
and skymap provides information on the diffuse radiation
areas.
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Introduction

Incoming solar radiation (insolation) is the primary driver
for our planet's physical and biological processes. At a
landscape scale, topography is the major factor modifying
the distribution of insolation.
Variability in elevation, surface orientation (slope and
aspect), and shadows cast by topographic features create
strong local gradients of insolation. This leads to high
spatial and temporal heterogeneity in local energy and water
balance, which determines microenvironmental factors such
as air and soil temperature regimes, evapotranspiration,
snow melt patterns, soil moisture, and light available for
photosynthesis.
These factors in turn affect the spatial patterning of natural
processes and human endeavor. Accurate insolation maps at
landscape scales are desired for many applications.
Although there are thousands of solar radiation monitoring
locations throughout the world (many associated with
weather stations), for most geographical areas accurate
insolation data are not available.
Simple interpolation and extrapolation of point–specific
measurements to areas are generally not meaningful because
most locations are affected by strong local variation.
Accurate maps of insolation would require a dense
collection station network, which is not feasible because of
high cost. Spatial solar radiation models provide a
costefficient means for understanding the spatial and
temporal variation of insolation over landscape scales. [1]
Spatial solar radiation models provide a costefficient means
for understanding the spatial and temporal variation of
insolation over landscape scales. [2]
Such models are best made available within a geographic
information system (GIS) platform, whereby insolation
maps can be conveniently generated and related to other
digital map layers.
Spatial insolation models can be categorized into two types:
point specific and area based. Point-specific models
compute insolation for a location based upon the geometry
of surface orientation and visible sky. In contrast, area-based
models compute insolation for a geographical area,
calculating surface orientation and shadow effects from a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM). [3]
In this research paper we use solar analyst instruments for
analysing solar radiation components in a geographical area
of Suceava. Specific position and time causes differences of
insolation over a landscape scale.
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2. Theory and design of the Solar Analyst
a. Hemispherical Viewshed Algoritm
The solar radiation analysis tools in the ArcGIS Spatial
Analyst extension enable us to map and analyze the effects
of the sun over a geographic area for specific time periods
using hemispherical viewshed algoritm developed by Fu and
Rich. [4]
Global radiation (Globaltot) is calculated as the sum of direct
(Dirtot) and diffuse (Diftot) radiation of all sunmap and
skymap sectors, respectively [5]:
Globaltot = Dirtot + Diftot

- Dur is the time interval for analysis;
- SkyGapθ,α is the gap fraction (proportion of visible sky)
for the sky sector; Weightθ,α is the proportion of diffuse
radiation originating in a given sky sector relative to all
sectors (see equation below);
- AngInθ,α is the angle of incidence between the centroid of
the sky sector and the intercepting surface.
The global normal radiation (Rglb) can be calculated by
summing the direct radiation from every sector (including
obstructed sectors) without correction for angle of
incidence, then correcting for proportion of direct radiation,
which equals to 1- Pdif:
Rglb=(Sconst*∑( βm(Ө)))/(1- Pdif)
(5)

(1)

b. Theory: Use of Hemispherical Viewsheds
in Solar Radiation Models

Total direct insolation (Dirtot) for a given location is the
sum of the direct insolation (Dirθ,α) from all sunmap
sectors:
Dirtot = ∑ DirӨ,α

(2)

The direct insolation from the sunmap sector (Dir θ,α) with a
centroid at zenith angle (θ) and azimuth angle (α) is
calculated using the following equation:
DirӨ,α = Sconst*βm(Ө)*SunDurӨ,α*SunGapӨ,α*cos(AngInӨ,α)
(3)
where:
- SConst is the solar flux outside the atmosphere at the
mean earth-sun distance, known as solar constant. The
solar constant used in the analysis is 1367 W/m2. This is
consistent with the World Radiation Center (WRC)
solar constant.
- β is transmisivity of the atmosphere (averaged over all
wavelengths) for the shortest path (in the direction of
the zenith);
- m(θ) is the relative optical path length, measured as a
proportion relative to the zenith path length
- SunDurθ,α is the time duration represented by the sky
sector. For most sectors, it is equal to the day interval
(for example, a month) multiplied by the hour interval
(for example, a half hour). For partial sectors (near the
horizon), the duration is calculated using spherical
geometry;
- SunGapθ,α is the gap fraction for the sunmap sector;
- AngInθ,α is the angle of incidence between the centroid
of the sky sector and the axis normal to the surface.
For each sky sector, the diffuse radiation at its centroid (Dif)
is calculated, integrated over the time interval, and corrected
by the gap fraction and angle of incidence using the
following equation:
DifnӨ, α=Rglb*Pdif*Dur*SkyGapӨ,α*WeightӨ,α*cos(AngInӨ,α)
(4)
where:
- Rglb is the global normal radiation;
- Pdif is the proportion of global normal radiation flux that
is diffused. Typically it is approximately 0.2 for very clear
sky conditions and 0.7 for very cloudy sky conditions;

The solar radiation tools can perform calculations for point
locations or for entire geographic areas. This involves four
steps:
1. The calculation of an upward-looking hemispherical
viewshed based on topography.
2. Overlay of the viewshed on a direct sunmap to estimate
direct radiation.
3. Overlay of the viewshed on a diffuse skymap to estimate
diffuse radiation.
4. Repeating the process for every location of interest to
produce an insolation map.
The viewshed is a raster representation of the entire sky that
is visible or obstructed when viewed from a particular
location. [5]

Fig. 1 Overlaping viewshed on a hemispherical photograph

The direct solar radiation originating from each sky
direction is calculated using a sunmap in the same
hemispherical projection as the viewshed. A sunmap is a
raster representation that displays the sun track, or apparent
position of the sun as it varies through the hours of day and
through the days of the year. This is similar to you looking
up and watching as the sun's position moves across the sky
over a period of time.
The sunmap consists of discrete sunmap sectors defined by
the sun's position at particular intervals during the day
(hours) and time of year (days or months). The sun track is
calculated based on the latitude of the study area and the
time configuration that defines sunmap sectors. For each
sunmap sector, a unique identification value is specified,
along with its centroid zenith and azimuth angle. The solar
radiation originating from each sector is calculated
separately, and the viewshed is overlaid on the sunmap for
calculation of direct radiation.
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solar radiation rasters, TIN was generated using contours
feature class.

Fig. 4. TIN reveals surface morphology

Fig. 2. Estimating direct solar radiation using sunmap

Diffuse radiation originates from all sky directions as a
result of scattering by atmospheric components (clouds,
particles, and so forth). To calculate diffuse radiation for a
particular location, a skymap is created to represent a
hemispherical view of the entire sky divided into a series of
sky sectors defined by zenith and azimuth angles. Each
sector is assigned a unique identifier value, along with the
centroid zenith and azimuth angles. Diffuse radiation is
calculated for each sky sector based on direction (zenith and
azimuth). [6]

TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) is a form of
vector based digital geographic data and is
constructed by triangulating a set of vertices
(points) wich offers a digital image of surface
morphology.
We can extrude buidings for a better 3D
visualization.

Fig. 5. TIN with 3D buildings

Small differences between TIN’s can be noticed,
showing fidelity in representing ladforms.

Fig. 3. Estimating diffuse solar radiation using skymap

3. Analysing solar radiation results in
Suceava
In this research paper was analysed solar radiation in
geographical area of Suceava town.
Feature classes: buildings, streets and contours are rigurous
organized in a geospatial database.
Solar Radiation module can perform analysis for a
landscape or specific location using two methods:
1. Point solar radiation analysis is used to calculate the
amount of radiant energy for a given location. Locations can
be stored as point features or as x,y coordinates in a location
table. Solar radiation calculations can be performed for
specified locations only;
2. Area Solar analysis is used to calculate the insolation
across an entire landscape.
For diagnostic purposes, it is used the Solar Radiation
Graphics tool to create graphical representations of the
visible sky (viewshed map), sunmap and skymap. To obtain

Fig. 6. Showing raster format of TIN

a.

Points Solar Radiation

Point solar radiation analysis is used to calculate the amount
of radiant energy for a given location. Locations can be
stored as point features or as x,y coordinates in a location
table. Solar radiation calculations can be performed for
specified locations only. We use a landcape raster and
buildings shapefile.
I calculated the amount of solar radiation during one year
(2014) for analysing maximum and minimum sunlight areas.
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Table 1 B uil di ngs i ns ola ti on duri ng 2014

The red zones shows the maximum amount of insolation are
blue ones indicates the minimum amount of insolation for
specific locations.

Fig. 9. Special days time configuration rasters

b. Area Solar Radiation
Area Solar Radiation derives incoming solar radiation from
a raster surface. I used different time configurations for
analysing solar radiation: multi-day time configurations with
the maximum range of days is a total of one year (2014),
special days time configurations and within-day time
configurations with the maximum range of time is one day
(24 hours).

For within a summer day time configuration we
can analyse shady and sunny locations.

Fig. 10. Within a summer day time configuration raster

c.

Fig. 7. Area Solar radiation during 2014

We can overlap buildings for analysing shady and sunny
buildings:

Solar radiation graphics

Solar radiation graphics Instrument derives raster
representations of a hemispherical viewshed, sunmap, and
skymap, which are used in the calculation of direct, diffuse,
and global solar radiation. In this purpose, I generated
viewshed (manipulated in ArcCatalog) with a grey and a
white zone. The grey zone indicates obstructions and the
white one indicates visibility.

Fig. 8. Overlaping buildings on area solar radiation raster

Fig. 11. Hemispherical Viewshed
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Optionally we can generate half year time configuration
Sunmap and skymap.
I created a half year time configuration sunmap (from
January the 5th to June the 9th ), with a half hour day time
configuration interval.

Fig. 12. Half year time configuration Sunmap

I created skymap who has 8 azimutal and zenithal divisions.

Fig. 13. Skymap

4. Conclusions and further work
The minimum amount of insolation during 2014 has a value
of 844067 Wh/m2 and the maximum one has a value of
13000812 Wh/m2, the difference between these two values
is 456745 Wh/m2, a major aspect in understanding building
design importance.
The average sunshine country exceeds 1250…1350
kWh/m2. The average sunshine in Suceava is low, indicating
the city of Suceava has a low radiation flux from the average
country.
This study can be developed in urban branch becouse it
seeks to construct buildings as high, so it is necessary a
study to analyze solar radiation in large urban centers.
At the same time they are designed buildings that use
renewable energy, which requires a study of the slope of the
roof (so as to capture the maximum radiation) and the
orientation of windows and other elements of the tire.
This study is the starting point in analyzing the effectiveness
of installing solar panels or photovoltaic systems in certain
areas of a city or regional level.
Carry out studies looked placement of solar panels using a

virtual 3D model of a city. Based on this study we cand
determine which are the best locations for solar panels and
the impact it may have on existing infrastructure.
Insolation is a function of the orientation of the solar panels
and the position of the sun in accordance with the
surrounding buildings. Thus topography plays an important
role in the distribution of solar energy, and must be taken
into account rigorously.
In designing the building, it is taking into account the energy
that could be absorbed and reflected. These issues provide
reliable information on the design penetration of the incident
radiation on windows and walls.The designer will have the
informations to steer the tire features and choose the
materials. Such basic information from Solar Analyst
module can be used on the building design programs.
Within a day time configuration with half hour divisions
offers the informations of solar radiation variabillity during
a day. Solar radiation variation is greater as the sky is
cloudy, so in two days sunlight will not have the same value.
These short-term analysis of solar radiation may be useful in
simulating the performance of photovoltaic panels.
Global and diffuse radiation component and meteorological
data are studied to analyze the potential of solar energy in
many areas, and Jordan. Over ten years solar radiation were
studied monthly using METEONORM meteorological data
provided by software to obtain information on the capacity
of photovoltaic panels and solar panels, since Jordan has
300 sunny days per year. It can be seen how important is the
study of global radiation in the world in studying various
processes.
Solar cadastre can be utilized to assess a town's or region's
potential for the production of solar power. Additionally, the
data can be combined with additional information, e.g.
protected historical buildings, in order to further refine the
potential analysis. Furthermore, a yearly solar power
production can be calculated for single houses and even
single roof areas.
This information can be used internally (authorities, power
companies) or published in a web application in order to
inform house owners and citizens.
GIS software can perform the analysis of solar radiation on
different specific elements, also may reveal the potential of
solar panels. Both, the electrical and the heat, is analysed in
an area of interest, and the potential "green" roofs, which
refers to those roofs wich are covered with vegetation.
At a global scale the trend is to use more renewable energy
as posible as the earth’s resources are limited. The progress
of science has made it possible to create a solar house that
has the ability to not use electricity or common heating
system. The fundamental principle of these houses is storing
a huge amount of heat in the earth around them during the
summer (high thermal mass HTM) so on winter will no
longer need another common system.
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Abstract
Industrial building structures require revisions and
periodical rehabilitation.
In order to update the mathematical model of the structure, it
is necessary to determine the different dimensions of the
component construction elements, to check the relative
positions of the characteristic points of the monitored
structure, etc.
This article shows how to monitor a reservoir with ovoid
shape, emptying and then filling after it has been
rehabilitated and upgraded. The tank has been previously
equipped for monitoring by geodetic methods.
The article aims to highlight the working procedure and the
accuracy of the results.
The results of the measurements are represented by the
coordinates of some object points, which help to deduce the
displacements and - respectively - deformations of the
building elements at different times in the various stages of
the reconstruction works of the objective.

1.

Introduction

The monitoring of special constructions, especially during
the processes of rapid changes in the states of efforts and
internal tensions or in relation to the foundation ground,
requires the design and realization of a reference system and
an appropriate program for the monitoring observation.
The points that create the three-dimensional reference
system have been materialized for monitoring an entire park
of tanks producing methane gas (see figure below).

Keywords
monitoring, displacements, deformations, object targets,
reference system, settlements
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Fig. 1

The reference system has two components:
- The planimetric component materialized by topographic
benchmarks(S1, S2, ...)
- The altimetric component materialized by geometric
leveling markers (RN1, RN2, ...) located outside the area of
influence of the monitored reservoirs, from which elevations
are transmitted to all points in the reference network.
Each tank is equipped with 12 targets arranged on three
levels in diametrically opposed positions (Fig2).
At the beginning of each monitoring stage, geodetic
observations (angles, distances, level differences),
observation processing, point stability analysis, and
adjustment of the coordinates of the reference network
points were made.
For the monitoring of a single reservoir, under the
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conditions of emptying and gradual filling imposed by
various technological operations, it is necessary to
determine the three-dimensional coordinates of the 12
targets.

Fig. 4

Fig. 2

This operation was performed by spatial intersections of
observed directions from the points of the reference network
so that there are at least 3 visas to each target object.
In the emptying process, a first observation step was
performed when the tank was still full, and then the other
steps after extracting approx. 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 4/4 of the
liquid until the tank has been emptied.
After the tank rehabilitation, during the filling process, the
first observation stage was made when the tank was empty,
then at 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 4/4, when the tank was full again.

The three-dimensional (X, Y, H) positions for the reference
system points (local system) were determined with standard
deviations of up to 0.9 mm.
Starting from these, for 3D point points, the 3D coordinates
were determined with standard deviations of maximum 2.5
mm.
Theoretical analysis of the precision required to obtain the
3D object coordinates, starting from the known principles of
the before multiple spatial intersection, which can be
synthesized briefly in the relations below.

2. Used instruments and the precision of
coordinate determination
The observations of geometric leveling for this monitoring
project were made with the Leica LS 15 (Fig. 3) digital
geometric leveling instrument and levelling staffs with bar
code.
Directions and distances have been observed with the Leica
TCR 1202 (Fig. 4), a precision total station and miniprisms.

Fig. 5

RELATIONS OF CALCULATION USED
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Fig. 3

where:
r – measured horizontal directions; α, β – horizontal angles;
w – measured zenith angles; b – measured distance; FP –
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horizontal projection of point P

directions. One element of interest was the determination of
diameters on the two axes of the tank, especially in the
median area.

3. Performing observations
For monitoring the RFN5 tank, during the emptying and
filling process, observation points in the reference network
were selected to provide better visibility to the object points
so that each object point is targeted from at least three points
of the reference network, with the best intersection angles.
Having the three-dimensional positions of the reference
network points, the observations were processed to
determine the coordinates of the new points, the object
points. The weakest points were the targets at the top of the
RFN5 tank, with very tilted visas sometimes.
Particular attention should be paid to mitigating the effects
of centering and targeting errors.
This desideratum can be solved if fine markings are made
on object targets and if the same operator will work in all
observation steps as much as possible.

The coordinate (X, Y) and the elevation (H) of the
RFN5 tank determined by spatial intersection
Object
point

4. Processing observations
Observations made in the planimetric reference network
were processed in the hypothesis of a free network. The
point stability was analyzed, and the processing steps were
resumed later, choosing stable points as fixed points.
In a new processing step, to calculate the coordinates of the
object points considered as new points, the points of the
reference network from which observations were made to
the object points were considered fixed points.
From the altimetric point of view (dimension H), the points
of the reference network points were determined by
geometric precision.
In the leveling routes, the points marked at the base of the
tanks were also included.
The block processing of the geometric leveling trajectories
supported at the leveling points outside the tanks influence
zone led to the determination of the tanks base points.
The other heights of the object points were determined
trigonometrically, as an average of at least 3 determinations.
In each observation step, following the data processing in
the above-mentioned mode, the 3D coordinates of the object
points were obtained.
With these values we can calculate, by comparison, the
values of displacements and deformations in certain
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X (m)

Y (m)

H (m)

M17J

50046.8519

9987.5900

70.5050

M17M

50047.1593

9987.6857

77.3829

M17S

50039.6250

9987.6344

101.6482

M18J

50034.7513

9999.8044

70.4833

M18M

50034.7345

10000.0556

77.4084

M18S

50034.6840

9992.7250

101.6508

M19J

50022.5261

9987.6398

70.5127

M19M

50022.2926

9987.6392

77.4565

M19S

50029.5245

9987.7892

101.6433

M20J

50034.6251

9975.5131

70.4783

M20M

50034.6467

9975.2726

77.6280

M20S

50034.6065

9982.6183

101.6686

Object
point

Fig. 6

Three-dimensional coordinates
Stage“0” – 24 Jun. 2017

Three-dimensional coordinates
Stage“1” – 18 Sept. 2017
X (m)

Y (m)

H (m)

M17J

50046.8536

9987.5899

70.5128

M17M

50047.1610

9987.6846

77.3874

M17S

50039.6302

9987.6321

101.6472

M18J

50034.7484

9999.8002

70.4857

M18M

50034.7334

10000.0521

77.4117

M18S

50034.6851

9992.7229

101.6528

M19J

50022.5197

9987.6400

70.5164

M19M

50022.2890

9987.6391

77.4586

M19S

50029.5219

9987.7902

101.6438

M20J

50034.6288

9975.5146

70.4828

M20M

50034.6432

9975.2743

77.6335

M20S

50034.6039

9982.6206

101.6708

Object
point

Diferences
Stage“1” – Stage“0”
X (m)

Y (m)

H (m)

M17J

0.0017

-0.0001

0.0079

M17M

0.0017

-0.0011

0.0045

M17S

0.0052

-0.0023

-0.0010

M18J

-0.0029

-0.0042

0.0024

M18M

-0.0012

-0.0035

0.0033

M18S

0.0011

-0.0022

0.0021

M19J

-0.0063

0.0002

0.0037

M19M

-0.0036

-0.0001

0.0022
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M19S

-0.0025

0.0010

0.0005

M20J

0.0037

0.0016

0.0046

M20M

-0.0035

0.0017

0.0055

M20S

-0.0026

0.0023

0.0022

Representation of deformations in horizontal plane

M17J

CALCULATION OF MEDIAN DIAMETERS
𝐷𝑀17𝑀−𝑀19𝑀 = √(𝑋𝑀17𝑀 − 𝑋𝑀19𝑀 )2 + (𝑌𝑀17𝑀 − 𝑌𝑀19𝑀 )2 − 1 𝑚
𝐷𝑀18𝑀−𝑀20𝑀 = √(𝑋𝑀18𝑀 − 𝑋𝑀20𝑀 )2 + (𝑌𝑀18𝑀 − 𝑌𝑀20𝑀 )2 − 1 𝑚

M20J
M18J

RFN5

The "-1 m" value is the combined length of the two stainless
steel rods (median sighting targets) disposed diametrically
opposed, each having a length of 0.5 m.

Stage "0" for emptying RFN5 – 24 June 2017
Reservoir
RFN5

M19J

Diameters calculated from coordinates [m]
DM17M-M19M

23,8667

DM18M-M20M

23,7832

Stage„1” – 18 September 2017
Reservoir
RFN5

Fig. 8

Diameters calculated from coordinates [m]
DM17M-M19M

23,8720

DM18M-M20M

23,7780

M17M

5. Graphic representations
A schematic diagram of the planimetric reference network
with the plurality of measured elements (distances,
horizontal directions and vertical angles) can be seen in the
figure below.

M20M
M18M

RFN5

M19M
Fig. 9

M17S
RFN5
M18S
M20S
Fig. 7

On the RFN5 tank, 10 stages of monitoring observations
were performed, 5 stages in the discharge process and 5
stages in the filling process.
Based on spatial (3D coordinate) positions of sighting
targets on the tank, graphical representations were made as
follows:
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In the above representations (Fig. 8, 9, 10), the green color
means the end of the emptying process, and the blue color
means the end of the filling process.

Representation of vertical deformations

Fig. 14

6. Conclusions
For the determination of three-dimensional positions, each
target was targeted from at least 3 station points to have
control possibilities in determining the 3D coordinates of
each sighting targets.
The obtained results confirmed a good choice of the design
solution of a geodetic network from which to determine the
coordinates and the heights of the characteristic points
materialized on the monitored construction.
The processing of the observations was performed by
algorithms and performing programs, which offered the
possibility of accurate estimation and interpretation of the
measurement results.
All procedures and tools were used in all observation steps,
with redundant measurements allowing verification and
confirmation of the correctness of the results.
From the analysis of the results obtained from the geodetic
measurements, it is possible to observe "spectacular
evolutions" of the form of the monitored construction during
the filling and emptying processes. These developments
were anticipated since the design phase of construction. But
they did not exceed the tolerances set by the project.
These results, correlated with tank filling and dynamic field
measurements (with accelerometers), we think they can fill
in the information needed to calibrate the mathematical
model of the structure of this type of construction. We
believe that in this way we can determine the distribution of
effort in the structure and we can determine the limits of
attention and alarm of the tension in the pretensioned beams
of this ovoid structure.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Separately, the bottom targets of the tanks have the role of
settlementmarks. These have been included in geometric
precision leveling rows, determining their heights. The
graphical representation of their evolution can be seen
below.
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